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Restriction of representations of algebraic
groups to subgroups
In this paper, we ﬁnd an explicit combinatorial criterion for the
existence of a nonzero GLn−1(K )-high weight vector of weight
(λ1, . . . , λi−1, λi − d, λi+1, . . . , λn−1), where d < char(K ) and K is
an algebraically closed ﬁeld, in the irreducible rational GLn(K )-
module Ln(λ1, . . . , λn) with highest weight (λ1, . . . , λn). For this
purpose, new modular lowering operators are introduced.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let K be an algebraically closed ﬁeld of characteristic p > 0. We denote by GLn(K ) the general
linear group of degree n over K . Let Dn(K ) and Tn(K ) denote the subgroups of GLn(K ) consisting of all
diagonal matrices and all upper triangular matrices, respectively. We call the elements of Zn weights.
Any weight (λ1, . . . , λn) will be identiﬁed with the character of Dn(K ) that takes diag(t1, . . . , tn) to
tλ11 · · · tλnn . We shall understand the weight spaces of rational GLn(K )-modules always with respect to
the torus Dn(K ). A vector v of a rational GLn(K )-module is called a GLn(K )-high weight vector if the
line K · v is ﬁxed by Tn(K ). We denote by X+(n) the subset of Zn consisting of all weakly decreasing
sequences and call the elements of X+(n) dominant weights.
For n > 1, the group GLn−1(K ) will be identiﬁed with the subgroup of GLn(K ) consisting of matri-
ces having 0 in the last row and the last column except the position of their intersection, where they
have 1. In what follows, Ln(λ) denotes the irreducible rational GLn(K )-module with highest weight
λ ∈ X+(n) and v+λ denotes a nonzero vector of Ln(λ) of weight λ, which we ﬁx. Let [s..t], [s..t),
(s..t], (s..t) denote the sets {x ∈ Z | s  x  t}, {x ∈ Z | s  x < t}, {x ∈ Z | s < x t}, {x ∈ Z | s < x < t},
respectively.
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subsets Yλd(i,n) and C
λ(i,n) of Z2 and Z respectively as follows: (a,b) <˙ (x, y) holds if and only if
a < x and b < y; for any λ ∈ Zn , we put
Yλd(i,n) :=
{
(t,h) ∈ (i..n] × [1..d] ∣∣ t − i + λi − λt − h ≡ 0 (mod p)},
Cλ(i,n) := {s ∈ (i..n) ∣∣ s − i + λi − λs ≡ 0 (mod p)}.
Moreover, we call a map ϕ : A → B , where A, B ⊂ Z2, strictly decreasing if ϕ(α) <˙ α for any α ∈ A.
Column t of the plane Z2 is the subset {(t,k) | k ∈ Z}. We shall also consider the weight α(s, t) :=
(0, . . . ,0,1,0, . . . ,0,−1, . . . ,0), where 1 is at position s, −1 is at position t and 1 s < t  n.
Theorem 1.1. Let λ ∈ X+(n), 1 i < n and 1 d < p. Then the module Ln(λ) contains a nonzero GLn−1(K )-
high weight vector of weight λ − dα(i,n) if and only if for each subset Δ of Yλd(i,n) whose points are
incomparable with respect to <˙, there exists a strictly decreasing injection from Δ to Cλ(i,n) × {0}.
The existence of the above mentioned injection can be checked using only subsets of Z. In what
follows, let π1 : Z2 → Z denote the projection to the ﬁrst component. The set Δ, as well as Yλd(i,n),
contains at most one point in each column, since d < p. Therefore, there exists a strictly decreasing in-
jection from Δ to Cλ(i,n)×{0} if and only if there exists a weakly decreasing injection from π1(Δ)−1
to Cλ(i,n). One only needs to devise an algorithm to generate all (maximal) subsets of Yλd(i,n) whose
points are incomparable with respect to <˙. If d = 1 then all points of Yλ1(i,n) are automatically in-
comparable with respect to <˙ and we recover the criterion of [K].
In Section 3, we introduce certain elements (elementary expressions) of the hyperalgebra. Their
multiplication rules (3.10)–(3.12) represent the ground arithmetics behind our approach. Elementary
expressions are similar to products of the Carter–Lusztig lowering operators introduced in [CL]. In par-
ticular, the substitution ui+1, . . . ,un−1 → 0 takes S(d)i,n,M(∅, . . . ,∅) to the product Sdi,m1 Sdm1,m2 · · · Sdmk,n ,
where M = {m1 < · · · < mk} is a subset of (i..n) and Sk,l is the operator deﬁned in [CL, 2.9]. The
remarkable fact is that nothing prevents us to view an elementary expression as a similar product in
the general situation. This idea leads us to the introduction of the algebra of formal operators F (d)i,n
in Section 6.2. As a ring F (d)i,n , is simply a (commutative) polynomial algebra over a ﬁeld. However,
it is endowed with the operators ρl = ρ(1)l + ρ(2)l + ρ(3)l and σl,m . The operator ρl represents the
left multiplication by El . The operators σl,m serve to determine integral elements, which appear in
Corollaries 6.12 and 6.14. These corollaries assert that certain elements of F (d)i,n have images in the hy-
peralgebra and not just in its localization. Another approach to integrality is given in [K, Lemma 2.4].
The algebra of formal operators F (d)i,n turns out to be a very useful tool to express the behavior
of the lowering operators. We deﬁne the principal object of our study, the operators T (d)k, j,M(I, J ), as
elements of F (d)i,n (see Deﬁnition 6.3). The operators T (d)k, j,M(I, J ) are deﬁned similarly to Kleshchev’s
lowering operators (see [K, Deﬁnition 2.3]) and enjoy similar properties given in Lemmas 6.5–6.7
(see [K, Lemma 2.13] or [B, Lemma 4.11]).
To some but not all elements of F (d)i,n (including T (d)i,n,M(I, J )), there correspond elements of the hy-
peralgebra (see Section 6.6). However, we want to underline that working directly in the hyperalgebra
would be very problematic. Another argument in favor of F (d)i,n is that the raising coeﬃcients intro-
duced in Section 4 are already products over blocks and conform with the factorization procedure
described in Section 6.
Expectedly, the present paper exploits the geometry of the integer plane instead of the geometry
of the integer line used in [K,B]. The corresponding constructions are given in Section 5, where we
deﬁne such universal concepts as “interior point,” “boundary point,” “cone” and “snake.”
Our main operator T (d)i,n,M(I) in the hyperalgebra over a ﬁeld is deﬁned in Section 7.1. This is a two-
dimensional analog of Kleshchev’s lowering operator Tr,s(M) deﬁned in [K, §3]. Moreover, Kleshchev’s
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subset of the integer line in Kleshchev’s operator and is a subset of the integer plane in our operator.
Generally, the use of T (d)i,n,M(I) is very similar to the use of Kleshchev’s operators. Our approach is
especially close to [B] and [BKS]. Lemma 6.17 show how to calculate T (d)i,n,M(I) without resorting to
the algebra of formal operators F (d)i,n .
Finally, let us notice how this paper is connected with the author’s previous paper [Sh]. We have
T
(d)
i,n,M×{0}(∅) = T (d)i,n (M,1) (see [Sh, Deﬁnition 3.2, Section 6]), which shows that in this paper we
recover all the lowering operators that were repeatedly applied to v+λ in [Sh] to obtain GLn−1(K )-high
weight vectors of Ln(λ). However, we do not know how to apply the operators T
(d)
i,n,M(I) repeatedly
as in [Sh]. The main obstacle here is the raising coeﬃcients for an arbitrary GLn−1(K )-high weight
vector fμ,λ . These coeﬃcients had a very complex form in [Sh, Section 4]. Overcoming this obstacle
would yield the strongest known to date algorithm for generating nonzero GLn−1(K )-high weight
vectors in the irreducible module Ln(λ).
Finally, notice that the restriction d < p is necessary in Theorem 1.1. The remark at the end of
Section 7.5 gives a simple counterexample. Moreover, our construction of the operators T (d)i,n,M(I) does
not include the case where M has more than one point in same column. Indeed, the deﬁnition of τ
by (7.1) is meaningless in that case. The restriction d < p ensures that the set X λd (i,n) contains at
most one point in each column and therefore so does any set M in Sections 7.3 and 7.5. In all our
calculations, we assume that d < p and consider d! · 1K as an invertible element of K .
2. Notation and deﬁnitions
2.1. Generalities
Throughout the paper, we ﬁx integers i, n and d such that 1  i < n and d  1. We deﬁne the
following sequences of length n: α0 := (−1,0, . . . ,0); αt := (0, . . . ,0,1,−1, . . . ,0), where 1 is at po-
sition t and t = 1, . . . ,n− 1. Thus α(s, t) = αs + · · ·+αt−1. The elements of Zn are ordered as follows:
λ  μ if λ − μ is an integral linear combination of αt with nonnegative coeﬃcients. The descend-
ing factorial power xn equals x(x − 1) · · · (x − n + 1) if n  0 and equals 1/(x + 1) · · · (x − n) if n < 0.
We refer to [GKP, Chapters 2 and 5] for the deﬁnitions and relations for descending factorial powers
and binomial coeﬃcients. Following the standard agreement, we interpret any expression am as the
sequence of length m whose every entry is a if this notation does not cause confusion. A formula
A unionsq B = C will mean A ∪ B = C and A ∩ B = ∅. For any sequence λ, we denote by λ j its jth entry. For
a set S , |S| denotes the cardinality of S . For any condition P , let δP be 1 if P is true and 0 if P is
false.
Let UT(n) denote the set of integer n × n matrices N such that Na,b = 0 unless a < b and UT0(n)
denote the subset of UT(n) consisting of matrices with nonnegative entries. Let es,t , where 1  s <
t  n, denote the element of UT(n) with 1 at the intersection of row s and column t and 0 elsewhere.
For a matrix N ∈ UT(n), we denote
• Nt :=∑na=1 Na,t the sum of elements in column t of N , where t = 1, . . . ,n;
• Ns :=∑nb=1 Ns,b the sum of elements in row s of N , where s = 1, . . . ,n;
• N(k) :=∑1ak<bn Na,b , where k = 0, . . . ,n (summation over a and b).
We shall often use the formula
N(l − 1) − N(l) = Nl − Nl for any N ∈ UT(n) and l = 1, . . . ,n. (2.1)
Let λ ∈ Zn . For two points x= (x1, x2) and y = (y1, y2) of [1..n] × Z, we deﬁne
distλ(x, y) := y1 − x1 + λx1 − λy1 + x2 − y2.




x ∈ (i..n] × [1..d] ∣∣ distλ((i,0), x)≡ 0 (mod p)},
Cλ(i,n) = {s ∈ (i..n) ∣∣ distλ((i,0), (s,0))≡ 0 (mod p)}.
We shall also consider the set
X λd (i,n) :=
{
x ∈ (i..n] × [0..d] ∣∣ distλ((i,0), x)≡ 0 (mod p)}.
Obviously, X λd (i,n) = Yλd(i,n) unionsq (Cλ(i,n) × {0}) unionsq x, where x = {(n,0)} if n − i + λi − λn ≡ 0 (mod p)
and x = ∅ otherwise.
2.2. Multisets
A multiset is an unordered sequence. We shall use for multisets the same notation as for sets
with the difference that instead of the braces { , } we shall use the angle brackets 〈 , 〉. For exam-
ple, 〈a,a,b〉 = 〈a,b,a〉 = 〈a,b〉, 〈a3,b2〉 = 〈a,a,a,b,b〉, 〈1,1,3〉 ∪ 〈1,3〉 = 〈1,1,1,3,3〉, 〈1,1,1,3〉 ∩
〈1,1,3,3〉 = 〈1,1,3〉, 〈1,1,1,2,2,2〉 \ 〈1,1,2〉 = 〈1,2,2〉 and 〈m2 |m = −1,0,1〉 = 〈0,1,1〉.
For a multiset I and a set S , let |I|S denote the number of elements (taking into account their
multiplicities) of I that belong to S . Let |I| denote the total number of all elements of I . We call |I|
the length of I .
For a multiset I and an element x occurring in it at least once, we denote by Ix→y the multiset
obtained from I by replacing exactly one x with y. For a multiset I with integer entries, we shall use
the equalities
|Iq+1 →q|(−∞..t) = |I|(−∞..t) + δt=q+1 if q + 1 occurs in I;
|Iq−1 →q|{t−1} = |I|{t−1} − δt=q + δt=q+1 if q − 1 occurs in I. (2.2)
Let m ∈ Z. For a multiset J = 〈 j1, . . . , jk〉 with integer entries, we put
Lm( J ) :=
〈
min{ j1,m− 1}, . . . ,min{ jk,m− 1}
〉
,
Rm( J ) := 〈 js | s = 1, . . . ,k, js m− 1〉.
For a multiset I = 〈i1, . . . , il〉 with integer entries, we put
Lm(I) := 〈is | s = 1, . . . , l, is m− 1〉,
Rm(I) := 〈max{i1,m− 1}, . . . ,max{il,m− 1}〉.
We obviously have |Lm( J )|{m−1} = |Rm( J )|, |Rm(I)|{m−1} = |Lm(I)|. Moreover, for mm′ , we have
Lm
(Lm′ ( J ))= Lm( J ), Lm(Lm′ (I))= Lm(I),
Rm′
(Rm( J ))= Rm′ ( J ), Rm′(Rm(I))= Rm′ (I),
Rm
(Lm′ ( J ))= Lm′(Rm( J )), Rm(Lm′ (I))= Lm′(Rm(I)). (2.3)
Below, we give the table that is meant to help the reader to keep track of the calculations in
Sections 6 and 7.
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Lm( J ∪ 〈x〉) Lm( J ) ∪ 〈x〉 Lm( J ) ∪ 〈x〉 Lm( J ) ∪ 〈m− 1〉
Rm( J ∪ 〈x〉) Rm( J ) Rm( J ) ∪ 〈x〉 Rm( J ) ∪ 〈x〉
Lm(I ∪ 〈x〉) Lm(I) ∪ 〈x〉 Lm(I) ∪ 〈x〉 Lm(I)
Rm(I ∪ 〈x〉) Rm(I) ∪ 〈m− 1〉 Rm(I) ∪ 〈x〉 Rm(I) ∪ 〈x〉
Lm( J x−1→x) Lm( J )x−1→x Lm( J )x−1→x Lm( J )
Rm( J x−1→x) Rm( J ) Rm( J ) ∪ 〈x〉 Rm( J )x−1→x
Lm(Ix+1→x) Lm(I)x+1→x Lm(I) ∪ 〈x〉 Lm(I)
Rm(Ix+1→x) Rm(I) Rm(I)x+1→x Rm(I)x+1→x
2.3. Rings and their quotients
Let ui+1, . . . ,un−1 be commutative variables. Throughout the paper, we assume that ui = 0. We
consider the ﬁeld of rational fractions Q′ := Q(ui+1, . . . ,un−1) and the Lie algebra glQ′(n) of all n× n
matrices over Q′ with respect to usual commutation. Let U(glQ′(n)) be the universal enveloping alge-
bra of glQ′ (n).
Let Xs,t denote the n×n matrix with 1 at the intersection of row s and column t and 0 elsewhere.
We also denote H1 := X1,1, . . . , Hn := Xn,n . Thus we have Xs,t ∈ glQ′ (n) ⊂ U(glQ′ (n)) and
Xs,t Xk,l − Xk,l Xs,t = δt=k Xs,l − δl=s Xk,t,
for 1  s, t,k, l  n. It follows from this formula that the elements H1, . . . , Hn , ui+1, . . . ,un−1 com-
mute with each other. Let U0 denote the subring of U(glQ′(n)) generated by these elements. By the
Poincare–Birkhoff–Witt theorem, U0 is generated freely by these variables as a Z-algebra. In particular,
U0 is a unique factorization domain. This fact will often be used in this paper.
We obtain a Zn-grading of the algebra U(glQ′(n)) if we assume that Xs,t has weight α(s, t) and the
elements of Q′ have weight zero. Weights and homogeneity of elements of U(glQ′(n)) will always be
understood with respect to this grading.
Choosing the appropriate orderings of elements Xs,t for the Poincare–Birkhoff–Witt theorem, we
easily obtain that nonzero elements of U0 are not zero divisors of U(glQ′ (n)).
We claim that U(glQ′ (n)) satisﬁes the right Ore condition with respect to the denominator set
U0 \ {0}: for any s ∈ U0 \ {0} and a ∈ U(glQ′(n)), there exist t ∈ U0 \ {0} and b ∈ U(glQ′ (n)) such that
at = sb. If a is homogeneous, then this fact is obvious and we can take b = a. In the general case,
consider the representation a = a1 + · · · + ak , where a1, . . . ,ak are homogeneous. Let t1, . . . , tk be ele-
ments of U0 \{0} such that a jt j = sa j for j = 1, . . . ,k. Then a · t1 · · · tk = s ·∑kj=1(a jt1 · · · t j−1t j+1 · · · tk)
as required.
Thus there exists the right ring of quotients U¯ of U(glQ′ (n)) with respect to U0 \ {0}. As far as we
work over Z, the ring U¯ is our universal object in the sense that we construct all the rings we need
as subrings of U¯ .
Note that U¯ is determined uniquely up to isomorphisms identical on U(glQ′(n)) and that U¯ is also
the left ring of quotients of U(glQ′ (n)) with respect to U0 \ {0}. The algebra U¯ inherits the grading
from the grading of U(glQ′(n)) described above.
2.4. Hyperalgebra over Z′
Consider the polynomial algebra Z′ := Z[ui+1, . . . ,un−1] and denote by U the Z′-subalgebra
of U(glQ′ (n)) generated by
X (r)s,t :=
(Xs,t)r




:= Xs,s(Xs,s − 1) · · · (Xs,s − r + 1)
r! for integers 1 s n and r  0.
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above elements as zero if r is a negative integer. We shall use the notation E(r)s,t := X (r)s,t and F (r)s,t := X (r)t,s ,
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c,d iff a < c or a = c and b < d in the second product. Obviously, F (N) = E(N) = 0 if N contains a
negative entry.
Proposition 2.1. Elements F (N)
(H1
r1
) · · · (Hnrn )E(M), where N,M ∈ UT0(n) and r1, . . . , rn are nonnegative in-
tegers form a Q′-space basis of U(glQ′ (n)). These elements form a Z′-module basis of U .
Proof. This can be proved similarly to [St, Theorem 2]. See also [CL, 2.1]. 
The similar result holds for U¯ . Let U¯0 denote the subﬁeld of U¯ generated by U0.
Lemma 2.2. Any element x ∈ U¯ is uniquely represented in the form x=∑N,M∈UT0(n) F (N)HN,M E(M),where
HN,M ∈ U¯0 .
Proof. The possibility of such a representation follows directly from Proposition 2.1. For any element









F (N) HˆN,M E
(M), (2.4)
where HN,M , HˆN,M ∈ U¯0 and only ﬁnitely many of them are nonzero. Obviously, we can choose a ∈
U0 \ {0} so that HN,MaM , HˆN,MaM ∈ U0 for all N,M ∈ UT0(n). Multiplying (2.4) by a on the right
and applying Proposition 2.1, we get HN,MaM = HˆN,MaM for all N,M ∈ UT0(n). Noting that aM = 0,
we get HN,M = HˆN,M . 
Let I+ and I¯+ denote the left ideals of U and U¯ respectively generated by the elements E(r)s , where
r > 0 and s = 1, . . . ,n− 1.
Lemma 2.3. I¯+ ∩ U = I+ .
Proof. We only need to prove that the left-hand side is contained in the right-hand side.
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where HN,M′ ∈ U¯0. However, x ∈ U and Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 imply that each HN,M′ belongs
to the Z′-submodule of U generated by various products
(H1
r1
) · · · (Hnrn ). Since for M ′ ∈ UT0(n) \ {0} we
have E(M
′) ∈ I+ , we obtain x ∈ I+ . 
Let U0, U− , U−,0 denote the Z′-subalgebras of U generated by the sets {(Hsr ) | s = 1, . . . ,n, r ∈ Z},
{F (r)s,t | 1 s < t  n, r ∈ Z} and {F (r)s,t | 1 s < t  n, r ∈ Z} ∪ {Hs | s = 1, . . . ,n}, respectively. We also
denote by U¯−,0 the subring of U¯ generated by U− and U¯0. If an element x ∈ U−,0 is represented in
the form stated in Lemma 2.2, then HN,0 for N ∈ UT0(n) is called the F (N)-coeﬃcient of x.
In what follows, we shall use the abbreviation C(k, l) := l − k + Hk − Hl .
2.5. Hyperalgebras over ﬁelds
Let K be an arbitrary ﬁeld. Suppose that τ : Z′ → K is a ring homomorphism. Let Kτ denote
the ﬁeld K considered as a left Z′-module via the multiplication rule f · α = τ ( f )α, where f ∈ Z′
and α ∈ K . For x ∈ U , we denote xτ := x ⊗ 1K , which is an element of U ⊗Z′ Kτ . It follows from















∣∣∣ N,M ∈ UT0(n), r1, . . . , rn integers  0
}
.
Therefore, this algebra actually does not depend on τ . We denote it by UK (n). Note that UK (n) is
naturally isomorphic to the algebra denoted by U (n) in [BKS, §2.1]. The reason we constructed the
hyperalgebra UK (n) in such a way is to obtain the projection x → xτ , which unlike UK (n) depends
on τ , and to have at our disposal the variables ui+1, . . . ,un−1. These variables will be used ﬁrst to
construct elementary expressions in Section 3 and then to constructing lowering operators in Sec-
tion 6. Assuming this projection is weight-preserving and that elements of K have weight zero, we
obtain the Zn-grading of UK (n).
We denote E(r)s := E(r)s ⊗1K for s = 1, . . . ,n−1, F(r)s,t := F (r)s,t ⊗1K for 1 s < t  n, F(N) := F (N)⊗1K
for N ∈ UT0(n) and Hs := Hs ⊗ 1K ,
(Hs
r
) := (Hsr )⊗ 1K for s = 1, . . . ,n. Let U0K (n) and U−K (n) denote
the K -subalgebras of UK (n) generated by the sets {
(Hs
r
) | s = 1, . . . ,n, r ∈ Z} and {F(r)s,t | 1 s < t  n,
r ∈ Z}, respectively. As usual, the F(N)-coeﬃcient of ∑M∈UT0(n) F(M)hM , where hM ∈ U0K (n), is hN .
3. Elementary expressions





(Ns,l + 1)F (N−es,l+1+es,l)
+ F (N−el,l+1)
(











(Nl+1,t + 1)F (N−el,t+el+1,t ). (3.1)
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(mod U · El). (3.2)
Notice also that
F (N) has weight−
n−1∑
t=0
N(t)αt for any N ∈ UT0(n). (3.3)
Throughout this section we ﬁx a subset M = {m1 < · · · < mk} of (i..n) and additionally assume
m0 := i, mk+1 := n and J0 := 〈(i − 1)d〉 (i.e. J0 is the multiset of length d whose every entry is i − 1).
We consider a sequence of multisets I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk such that
(M1) the entries of Is belong to [ms−1 − 1..ms), where s = 2, . . . ,k + 1, and the entries of I1 belong
to [i..m1);
(M2) the entries of J s belong to [ms − 1..ms+1), where s = 1, . . . ,k;
(M3) |Is+1|{ms−1} + | J s| = |Is| + | J s−1|{ms−1} for any s = 1, . . . ,k.
We deﬁne the weight
λ
(d)





(−d + |Is+1|(−∞..t] + | J s|[t..+∞))αt . (3.4)
Lemma 3.1. For s = 0, . . . ,k and t = ms − 1, . . . ,ms+1 − 1, the αt -coeﬃcient of λ(d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1,
J1, . . . , Jk) is −d + |Is+1|(−∞..t] + | J s|[t..+∞) .
Proof. We obviously need to consider only the case t = ms − 1. Applying conditions (M1)–(M3), we
obtain that for s = 1, . . . ,k, the αms−1-coeﬃcient of λ(d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk) is
−d + |Is|(−∞..ms−1] + | J s−1|[ms−1..+∞) = −d + |Is| + | J s−1|{ms−1}
= −d + |Is+1|{ms−1} + | J s|
= −d + |Is+1|(−∞..ms−1] + | J s|[ms−1..+∞)
and the αi−1-coeﬃcient of λ(d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk) is 0= −d+|I1|(−∞..i−1] + | J0|[i−1..+∞) . 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that conditions (M1)–(M3) hold for a sequence I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk of multisets and
a set M = {m1 < · · · <mk}. Choose any well-deﬁned sequence of the following list:
(i) I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jr−1, ( Jr)l−1 →l, Jr+1, . . . , Jk;
I1, . . . , Ir, (Ir+1)l+1 →l, Ir+2, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk ,
where mr  l <mr+1 − 1, 0 r  k and r > 0 for the ﬁrst sequence,
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I1, . . . , Ir−1, Ir ∪ 〈mr − 1〉, Ir+1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jr−1, Jr ∪ 〈mr − 1〉, Jr+1, . . . , Jk;
I1, . . . , Ir−1, Ir ∪ 〈mr − 1〉, (Ir+1)mr →mr−1, Ir+2, . . . , Ir+1, J1, . . . , Jk ,
where 1 r  k and r > 1 for the ﬁrst sequence,
(iii) I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk−1, ( Jk)n−2 →n−1;
I1, . . . , Ik, Ik+1 ∪ 〈n− 1〉, J1, . . . , Jk ,
where k > 0 for the ﬁrst sequence,
(iv) I1, . . . , Ir,Lm(Ir+1),Rm(Ir+1), Ir+2, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jr−1,Lm( Jr),Rm( Jr), Jr+1, . . . , Jk ,
where mr <m <mr+1 and 0 r  k.
In cases (i)–(iii), conditions (M1)–(M3) hold for the chosen sequence and the set M; λ(d)i,n,M with this se-
quence as its argument equals λ(d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk) + αl , where l = mr − 1 in case (ii) and
l = n − 1 in case (iii). In case (iv), conditions (M1)–(M3) hold for the chosen sequence and the set M ∪ {m};
λ
(d)
i,n,M∪{m} with this sequence as its argument equals λ
(d)
i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk).
We introduce the following element of U−,0:









Nt + | J s|{t−1}
)!(C(ms, t) + ums )d−(Nt+| J s|{t−1}+|Is+1|(−∞..t)) ∣∣ N ∈ UT0(n) and
F (N) has weight λ(d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk)
}
, (3.5)
which we call an elementary expression.
In order to prove that we have actually obtained an element of U−,0, we must show that d Nt +
| J s|{t−1} + |Is+1|(−∞..t) for ms  t <ms+1 and N ∈ UT0(n). Since all the entries of N are nonnegative,
by Lemma 3.1 we have
Nt  N(t − 1) = d − | J s|[t−1..+∞) − |Is+1|(−∞..t−1]  d − | J s|{t−1} − |Is+1|(−∞..t). (3.6)
Choose any l = 1, . . . ,n − 1. The aim of the present section is to calculate El S(d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1,
J1, . . . , Jk) modulo U · El . It follows from (3.2) that
El S
(d)
i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk) ≡ T (mod U · El),





∣∣ M ∈ UT0(n) and F (M) has weight λ(d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk) + αl}. (3.7)
Therefore, we take any matrix M ∈ UT0(n) such that F (M) has weight λ(d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1,
J1, . . . , Jk) + αl  0 and calculate HM . By (3.3) and Lemma 3.1, we have
M(t) = d − |Is+1|(−∞..t] − | J s|[t..+∞) − δt=l (3.8)
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d − (Mt + | J s|{t−1} + |Is+1|(−∞..t) + δt=l+1) 0 (3.9)
for s = 0, . . . ,k and t = ms, . . . ,ms+1 − 1. By (3.2), we have HM = S1 + S2 + S3 with S1, S2, S3
calculated below. Inequalities (3.9) show that all exponents of the decreasing factorial powers we
consider are nonnegative.
Case 0: l < i. We have HM = S1 = S2 = S3 = 0.
Case 1:mr  l <mr+1 − 1 for some 0 r  k. We put
Φ :=
∏{(
Mt + | J s|{t−1}
)!(C(ms, t) + ums )d−(Mt+| J s |{t−1}+|Is+1|(−∞..t)) ∣∣
0 s k, ms  t <ms+1, (s, t) = (r, l), (r, l + 1)
}
.
By (3.2) we have
S1 = ΦMl
(
Ml − 1+ | Jr |{l−1}
)!(C(mr, l) + umr )d−(Ml−1+| Jr |{l−1}+|Ir+1|(−∞..l))
× (Ml+1 + 1+ | Jr |{l})!(C(mr, l + 1) + umr )d−(Ml+1+1+| Jr |{l}+|Ir+1|(−∞..l+1)),
S2 = Φ
(
Hl − Hl+1 − Ml + Ml+1 + M(l − 1) − 2M(l) + M(l + 1)
)
× (Ml + | Jr |{l−1})!(C(mr, l) + umr )d−(Ml+| Jr |{l−1}+|Ir+1|(−∞..l))
× (Ml+1 + 1+ | Jr |{l})!(C(mr, l + 1) + umr )d−(Ml+1+1+| Jr |{l}+|Ir+1|(−∞..l+1)),
S3 = −ΦMl+1
(
Ml + | Jr |{l−1}
)!(C(mr, l) + umr )d−(Ml+| Jr |{l−1}+|Ir+1|(−∞..l))
× (Ml+1 + | Jr |{l})!(C(mr, l + 1) + umr )d−(Ml+1+| Jr |{l}+|Ir+1|(−∞..l+1)).
We put
X := Φ(Ml + | Jr |{l−1} − 1)!(C(mr, l) + umr )d−(Ml+| Jr |{l−1}+|Ir+1|(−∞..l))
× (Ml+1 + | Jr |{l})!(C(mr, l + 1) + umr )d−(Ml+1+| Jr |{l}+|Ir+1|(−∞..l+1)+1).
Note that (2.1) and (3.8) imply
Ml − Ml = M(l − 1) − M(l)
= −|Ir+1|(−∞..l−1] − | Jr |[l−1..+∞) + |Ir+1|(−∞..l] + | Jr |[l..+∞) + 1
= −| Jr |{l−1} + |Ir+1|{l} + 1> −| Jr |{l−1},
whence Ml + | Jr |{l−1} > Ml  0. Moreover (2.1) and (3.8) also imply
Ml+1 = Ml+1 − M(l) + M(l + 1) = Ml+1 + |Ir+1|(−∞..l] + | Jr |{l} + 1− |Ir+1|(−∞..l+1].
Summing S1, S2, S3 and applying (3.8), we obtain




C(mr, l) + umr − d + Ml + | Jr |{l−1} + |Ir+1|(−∞..l)
)(
Ml+1 + | Jr |{l} + 1
)
+ (Hl − Hl+1 − Ml + Ml+1 − |Ir+1|(−∞..l−1] − | Jr |[l−1..+∞)
+ 2|Ir+1|(−∞..l] + 2| Jr |[l..+∞) + 2− |Ir+1|(−∞..l+1] − | Jr |[l+1..+∞)
)
× (Ml + | Jr |{l−1})(Ml+1 + | Jr |{l} + 1)
− (Ml+1 + |Ir+1|(−∞..l] + | Jr |{l} + 1− |Ir+1|(−∞..l+1])(Ml + | Jr |{l−1})
× (C(mr, l + 1) + umr − d + Ml+1 + | Jr |{l} + |Ir+1|(−∞..l+1) + 1))
= X(−| Jr |{l−1}(C(mr, l) + umr − d + Ml + | Jr |{l−1} + |Ir+1|(−∞..l))(Ml+1 + | Jr |{l} + 1)
+ |Ir+1|{l+1}
(
Ml + | Jr |{l−1}
)(
C(mr, l + 1) + umr − d + |Ir+1|(−∞..l+1)
))
= −| Jr |{l−1}Φ
(
Ml + | Jr |{l−1} − 1
)!(C(mr, l) + umr )d−(Ml+| Jr |{l−1}−1+|Ir+1|(−∞..l))
× (Ml+1 + | Jr |{l} + 1)!(C(mr, l + 1) + umr )d−(Ml+1+| Jr |{l}+1+|Ir+1|(−∞..l+1))
+ |Ir+1|{l+1}Φ
(
Ml + | Jr |{l−1}
)!(C(mr, l) + umr )d−(Ml+| Jr |{l−1}+|Ir+1|(−∞..l))
× (Ml+1 + | Jr |{l})!(C(mr, l + 1) + umr )d−(Ml+1+| Jr |{l}+|Ir+1|(−∞..l+1)+1)
× (C(mr, l + 1) + umr − d + |Ir+1|(−∞..l]).
Note that for l = i, we have Ml = 0, | J0|{l−1} = d and |I1|(−∞..l) = 0. Since ui = 0, the ﬁrst summand in




i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk)
≡ −δl>i | Jr |{l−1}S(d)i,n,M
(




I1, . . . , Ir, (Ir+1)l+1 →l, Ir+2, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk
)
× (C(mr, l + 1) + umr − d + |Ir+1|(−∞..l]) (mod U · El). (3.10)
Here and in what follows we assume the rule: a product of zero by anything not well deﬁned
(e.g. a function having an argument Jl−1 →l , where | J |{l−1} = 0) is zero. Moreover, the restriction
λ
(d)
i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk) + αl  0 is unnecessary in (3.10) as well as in (3.11) and (3.12).
Case 2: l =mr − 1 for some 1 r  k. We put
Φ :=
∏{(
Mt + | J s|{t−1}
)!(C(ms, t) + ums )d−(Mt+| J s |{t−1}+|Is+1|(−∞..t)) ∣∣
0 s k, ms  t <ms+1, (s, t) = (r − 1, l), (r, l + 1)
}
.
By (3.2) we have
S1 = ΦMl
(
Ml − 1+ | Jr−1|{l−1}
)!(C(mr−1, l) + umr−1)d−(Ml−1+| Jr−1|{l−1}+|Ir |(−∞..l))
× (Ml+1 + 1+ | Jr |{l})!(C(mr, l + 1) + umr )d−(Ml+1+1+| Jr |{l}+|Ir+1|(−∞..l+1)),
S2 = Φ
(
Hl − Hl+1 − Ml + Ml+1 + M(l − 1) − 2M(l) + M(l + 1)
)
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× (Ml+1 + 1+ | Jr |{l})!(C(mr, l + 1) + umr )d−(Ml+1+1+| Jr |{l}+|Ir+1|(−∞..l+1)),
S3 = −ΦMl+1
(
Ml + | Jr−1|{l−1}
)!(C(mr−1, l) + umr−1)d−(Ml+| Jr−1|{l−1}+|Ir |(−∞..l))
× (Ml+1 + | Jr |{l})!(C(mr, l + 1) + umr )d−(Ml+1+| Jr |{l}+|Ir+1|(−∞..l+1)).
We put
X := Φ(Ml + | Jr−1|{l−1} − 1)!(C(mr−1, l) + umr−1)d−(Ml+| Jr−1|{l−1}+|Ir |(−∞..l))
× (Ml+1 + | Jr |{l})!(C(mr, l + 1) + umr )d−(Ml+1+| Jr |{l}+|Ir+1|(−∞..l+1)+1).
Similarly to case 1 we obtain Ml + | Jr−1|{l−1} > Ml  0 from (2.1) and (3.8). Moreover, (2.1) and (3.8)
imply
Ml+1 = Ml+1 − M(l) + M(l + 1)
= Ml+1 + |Ir |(−∞..l] + | Jr−1|[l..+∞) + 1− |Ir+1|(−∞..l+1] − | Jr |[l+1..+∞).





C(mr−1, l) + umr−1 − d + Ml + | Jr−1|{l−1} + |Ir |(−∞..l)
)(
Ml+1 + | Jr |{l} + 1
)
+ (Hl − Hl+1 − Ml + Ml+1 − |Ir |(−∞..l−1] − | Jr−1|[l−1..+∞)
+ 2|Ir |(−∞..l] + 2| Jr−1|[l..+∞) + 2− |Ir+1|(−∞..l+1] − | Jr |[l+1..+∞)
)
× (Ml + | Jr−1|{l−1})(Ml+1 + | Jr |{l} + 1)
− (Ml+1 + |Ir |(−∞..l] + | Jr−1|[l..+∞) + 1− |Ir+1|(−∞..l+1] − | Jr |[l+1..+∞))(Ml + | Jr−1|{l−1})
× (C(mr, l + 1) + umr − d + Ml+1 + | Jr |{l} + |Ir+1|(−∞..l+1) + 1))
= X(−| Jr−1|{l−1}(C(mr−1, l) + umr−1 − d + Ml + | Jr−1|{l−1} + |Ir |(−∞..l))
× (Ml+1 + | Jr |{l} + 1)+ (Ml + | Jr−1|{l−1})(Ml+1 + | Jr |{l} + 1)
× (C(mr−1,mr) + umr−1 − umr + |Ir | − |Ir+1|{mr−1})
+ (|Ir+1|(−∞..mr ] − |Ir | − | Jr−1|{mr−1} + | Jr |)(Ml + | Jr−1|{l−1})(umr − d + |Ir+1|{mr−1})).
Applying condition (M3) for s = r, we obtain −|Ir | − | Jr−1|{mr−1} + | Jr | = −|Ir+1|{mr−1} , whence
HM = X
(−| Jr−1|{mr−2}(C(mr−1, l) + umr−1 − d + Ml + | Jr−1|{l−1} + |Ir |(−∞..l))
× (Ml+1 + | Jr |{l} + 1)+ (Ml + | Jr−1|{l−1})(Ml+1 + | Jr |{l} + 1)
× (C(mr−1,mr) + umr−1 − umr + |Ir | − |Ir+1|{mr−1})
+ |Ir+1|{mr }
(
Ml + | Jr−1|{l−1}
)(




Ml + | Jr−1|{l−1} − 1
)!(C(mr−1, l) + umr−1)d−(Ml+| Jr−1|{l−1}−1+|Ir |(−∞..l))
× (Ml+1 + | Jr |{l} + 1)!(C(mr, l + 1) + umr )d−(Ml+1+| Jr |{l}+1+|Ir+1|(−∞..l+1))
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× (Ml+1 + | Jr |{l} + 1)!(C(mr, l + 1) + umr )d−(Ml+1+| Jr |{l}+1+|Ir+1|(−∞..l+1))
× (C(mr−1,mr) + umr−1 − umr + |Ir | − |Ir+1|{mr−1})
+ |Ir+1|{mr }Φ
(
Ml + | Jr−1|{l−1}
)!(C(mr−1, l) + umr−1)d−(Ml+| Jr−1|{l−1}+|Ir |(−∞..l))
× (Ml+1 + | Jr |{l})!(C(mr, l + 1) + umr )d−(Ml+1+| Jr |{l}+|Ir+1|(−∞..l+1)+1)(umr − d + |Ir+1|{mr−1}).
If l = i then similarly to case 1 the ﬁrst summand of the right-hand side of the above formula equals
zero. Taking into account (3.7), (2.2) and Lemma 3.2, we obtain
Emr−1S
(d)
i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk)
≡ −δmr−1>i | Jr−1|{mr−2}
× S(d)i,n,M
(




I1, . . . , Ir−1, Ir ∪ 〈mr − 1〉, Ir+1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jr−1, Jr ∪ 〈mr − 1〉, Jr+1, . . . , Jk
)
× (C(mr−1,mr) + umr−1 − umr + |Ir | − |Ir+1|{mr−1})
+ |Ir+1|{mr }S(d)i,n,M
(
I1, . . . , Ir−1, Ir ∪ 〈mr − 1〉, (Ir+1)mr →mr−1, Ir+2, . . . , Ir+1, J1, . . . , Jk
)
× (umr − d + |Ir+1|{mr−1}) (mod U ·Emr−1). (3.11)
Case 3: l = n− 1. We put
Φ :=
∏{(
Mt + | J s|{t−1}
)!(C(ms, t) + ums )d−(Mt+| J s |{t−1}+|Is+1|(−∞..t)) ∣∣
0 s k, ms  t <ms+1, (s, t) = (k,n− 1)
}
.
By (3.2) we have
S1 = ΦMl
(
Ml − 1+ | Jk|{l−1}
)!(C(mk, l) + umk )d−(Ml−1+| Jk|{l−1}+|Ik+1|(−∞..l)),
S2 = Φ
(
Hl − Hl+1 − Ml + Ml+1 + M(l − 1) − 2M(l) + M(l + 1)
)
× (Ml + | Jk|{l−1})!(C(mk, l) + umk )d−(Ml+| Jk |{l−1}+|Ik+1|(−∞..l)),
S3 = −ΦMl+1
(
Ml + | Jk|{l−1}
)!(C(mk, l) + umk )d−(Ml+| Jk|{l−1}+|Ik+1|(−∞..l)).
We put
X := Φ(Ml + | Jk|{l−1} − 1)!(C(mk, l) + umk )d−(Ml+| Jk|{l−1}+|Ik+1|(−∞..l)).
Similarly to the previous case we obtain Ml + | Jk|{l−1} > Ml  0. Notice also that M(l + 1) = 0.





C(mk, l) + umk − d + Ml + | Jk|{l−1} + |Ik+1|(−∞..l)
)
+ (Hl − Hl+1 − Ml + Ml+1 − |Ik+1|(−∞..l−1] − | Jk|[l−1..+∞)
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)(
Ml + | Jk|{l−1}
)
− (Ml+1 + |Ik+1|(−∞..l] + | Jk|[l..+∞) + 1− d)(Ml + | Jk|{l−1}))
= X(−| Jk|{l−1}(C(mk, l) + umk − d + Ml + | Jk|{l−1} + |Ik+1|(−∞..l))
+ (Ml + | Jk|{l−1})(C(mk, l + 1) + umk − d + |Ik+1|(−∞..l+1)))
= −| Jk|{n−2}Φ
(
Ml + | Jk|{l−1} − 1
)!(C(mk, l) + umk )d−(Ml+| Jk |{l−1}−1+|Ik+1|(−∞..l))
+ Φ(Ml + | Jk|{l−1})!(C(mk, l) + umk )d−(Ml+| Jk |{l−1}+|Ik+1|(−∞..l))(C(mk, l + 1) + umk − d + |Ik+1|).
If l = i then similarly to case 1 the ﬁrst summand of the right-hand side of the above formula equals
zero. Taking into account (3.7), (2.2) and Lemma 3.2, we obtain
En−1S(d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk)
≡ −δn−1>i | Jk|{n−2}S(d)i,n,M
(




I1, . . . , Ik, Ik+1 ∪ 〈n− 1〉, J1, . . . , Jk
)
× (C(mk,n) + umk − d + |Ik+1|) (mod U · En−1). (3.12)
4. Coeﬃcients
In this section, we ﬁx a subset M = {m1 < · · · < mk} of (i..n) and put m0 := i, mk+1 := n, Γ :=
{(s, t) | 0 s k, ms < t ms+1}.
Let I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk be a sequence of multisets satisfying conditions (M1)–(M3) together
with the set M. Consider the representation
λ
(d)
i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk) = −a1α1 − · · · − an−1αn−1.
The integers a1, . . . ,an−1 are determined by (3.4) or alternatively by Lemma 3.1. We also put a0 := 0.
In this section, we ﬁnd the polynomial P (d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk) of U0, which is uniquely de-
termined, such that





Lemma 4.1. If a1, . . . ,an−1 are nonnegative, then

















(C(ms, t) + ums )d+1−|Is+1|
(−∞..t−1]
(C(ms, t) + ums − | J s|[t..+∞)) · · · (C(ms, t) + ums − | J s|[t−1..+∞) − q)
×
( |Is+1|{t−1}








Otherwise P (d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk) = 0.
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(d)
i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk) = 0. Therefore, further we con-
sider only the case where a1, . . . ,an−1 are nonnegative. We apply induction on the weight
λ
(d)
i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk), assuming that for greater weights the assertion of the lemma holds.
Case 1: λ(d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk) = 0. In (3.5), the summation parameter N can be only the
zero matrix. Hence














C(ms, t) + ums
)d−(| J s |{t−1}+|Is+1|(−∞..t)))
. (4.3)
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that d− |Is+1|(−∞..ms−1] − | J s|{ms−1} = | J s|[ms ..+∞) . Therefore, the factor in
the second pair of brackets of the right-hand side of (4.3) for t =ms equals ums | J s |
[ms ..+∞)
. Let us see
what value the same factor takes for t =ms+1. By Lemma 3.1, we have
d − (| J s|{ms+1−1} + |Is+1|(−∞..ms+1))= d − (| J s|[ms+1−1..+∞) + |Is+1|(−∞..ms+1−1])= 0.
Hence for t =ms+1 our factor equals 1. Therefore, (4.3) can be rearranged as














C(ms, t) + ums
)d−(| J s|{t−1}+|Is+1|(−∞..t−1]))
.
If ms + 1 t ms+1 then applying Lemma 3.1, we easily obtain
(
C(ms, t) + ums
)d−(| J s |{t−1}+|Is+1|(−∞..t−1])
= (C(ms, t) + ums )
d+1−|Is+1|(−∞..t−1]
(C(ms, t) + ums − | J s|[t..+∞)) · · · (C(ms, t) + ums − | J s|[t−1..+∞))
.
It remains to notice that we may assume q = 0 in (4.2).
Case 2: λ(d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk) < 0. Let l be the greatest integer of 1, . . . ,n − 1 such that
al > 0. We have i  l and
E(a1)1 · · · E(an−1)n−1 S(d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk)
= 1
al
E(a1)1 · · · E(al−1)l−1 E(al−1)l · El S(d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk). (4.4)
Case 2.1: mr  l < mr+1 − 1 for some 0  r  k. Applying (3.10) to the last factor of the right-hand
side of (4.4), we obtain
P (d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk)
= 1
al
(−δl>i | Jr |{l−1}P (d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jr−1, ( Jr)l−1 →l, Jr+1, . . . , Jk)
+ |Ir+1|{l+1}P (d)i,n,M
(
I1, . . . , Ir, (Ir+1)l+1 →l, Ir+2, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk
)
× (C(mr, l + 1) + umr − d + |Ir+1|(−∞..l])). (4.5)
















(C(ms, t) + ums )d+1−|Is+1|
(−∞..t−1]
(C(ms, t) + ums − | J s|[t..+∞)) · · · (C(ms, t) + ums − | J s|[t−1..+∞) − q)
×
( |Is+1|{t−1}






∣∣∣ (s, t) ∈ Γ \ {(r, l + 1), (r, l + 2)}
}
.
Considering separately the cases mr < l and mr = l, applying the induction hypothesis, the equality
al+1 = 0 and (4.5), we obtain
P (d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk)
= −Φ| Jr |{l−1}!




(C(mr, l + 1) + umr )d+1−|Ir+1|
(−∞..l]
(C(mr, l + 1) + umr − | Jr |[l+1..+∞)) · · · (C(mr, l + 1) + umr − | Jr |[l..+∞) − 1− q)
×
( |Ir+1|{l}







× (C(mr, l + 2) + umr )
d+1−|Ir+1|(−∞..l+1]








(C(mr, l + 1) + umr )d+1−|Ir+1|
(−∞..l]
(C(mr, l + 1) + umr − | Jr |[l+1..+∞)) · · · (C(mr, l + 1) + umr − | Jr |[l..+∞) − q)
×
( |Ir+1|{l} + 1







× (C(mr, l + 2) + umr )
d+1−|Ir+1|(−∞..l+1]





To see that this formula holds in the cases | Jr |{l−1} = 0 and l = i, we notice that al−1 −al = |Ir+1|{l} by
Lemma 3.1 in the former case and r = 0, umr = 0, | Jr |[l..+∞) = 0 in the latter case. Therefore, the ﬁrst
summand of the right-hand side of the above formula equals zero in either of these cases. We put
X := Φ| Jr |{l−1}!| Jr |{l}! (C(mr, l + 1) + umr )
d+1−|Ir+1|(−∞..l]
(C(mr, l + 1) + umr − | Jr |[l+1..+∞)) · · · (C(mr, l + 1) + umr − | Jr |[l..+∞))
× (C(mr, l + 2) + umr )
d+1−|Ir+1|(−∞..l+1]
(C(m , l + 2) + u − | J |[l+2..+∞)) · · · (C(m , l + 2) + u − | J |[l+1..+∞)) .r mr r r mr r
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(C(mr, l) + umr − | Jr |[l..+∞))(Hl − Hl+1)q−1







( |Ir+1|{l} + 1





× (Hl − Hl+1)
q















(C(mr, l) + umr − | Jr |[l..+∞))(Hl − Hl+1)q−1







































× (Hl − Hl+1)
q
(C(mr, l + 1) + umr − | Jr |[l..+∞) − 1)q
.
Substituting this back to (4.6) (the ﬁrst pair of big brackets containing the sum equal to the left-hand
side of the above formula), we obtain




−(| Jr |{l} + 1)
( |Ir+1|{l}







+ (| Jr |{l} + 1)
( |Ir+1|{l}








( |Ir+1|{l} + 1







× (Hl − Hl+1)
q
(C(mr, l + 1) + umr − | Jr |[l..+∞) − 1)q
)
.
Since | Jr |{l} + 1= |Ir+1|{l+1} − al + 1, the expression in the square brackets is
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( |Ir+1|{l}







+ (|Ir+1|{l+1} − al + 1)
( |Ir+1|{l}








( |Ir+1|{l} + 1
























( |Ir+1|{l} + 1

















which immediately yields the required expression.
Case 2.2: l = mr − 1 for some 1  r  k. Applying (3.11) to the last factor of the right-hand side
of (4.4), we obtain
P (d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk)
= 1
al
(−δmr−1>i | Jr−1|{mr−2}P (d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1,




I1, . . . , Ir−1, Ir ∪ 〈mr − 1〉, Ir+1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jr−1, Jr ∪ 〈mr − 1〉, Jr+1, . . . , Jk
)
× (C(mr−1,mr) + umr−1 − umr + |Ir | − |Ir+1|{mr−1})
+ |Ir+1|{mr }P (d)i,n,M
(
I1, . . . , Ir−1, Ir ∪ 〈mr − 1〉, (Ir+1)mr →mr−1, Ir+2, . . . , Ir+1, J1, . . . , Jk
)
× (umr − d + |Ir+1|{mr−1})). (4.7)















(C(ms, t) + ums )d+1−|Is+1|
(−∞..t−1]
(C(ms, t) + ums − | J s|[t..+∞)) · · · (C(ms, t) + ums − | J s|[t−1..+∞) − q)
×
( |Is+1|{t−1}






∣∣∣ (s, t) ∈ Γ \ {(r − 1,mr), (r,mr + 1)}
}
.
Considering separately the cases mr−1 <mr −1 and mr−1 =mr −1, applying the induction hypothesis,
the equality amr = 0 and (4.7), we obtain
P (d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk)
= −Φ| Jr−1|{mr−2}!
(| Jr |{mr−1} + 1)!(C(mr−1,mr − 1) + umr−1 − | Jr−1|[mr−1..+∞))
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q=0
(C(mr−1,mr) + umr−1 )d+1−|Ir |
(−∞..mr−1]
(C(mr−1,mr) + umr−1 −| Jr−1|[mr ..+∞)) · · · (C(mr−1,mr) + umr−1 −| Jr−1|[mr−1..+∞) −1−q)
×
( |Ir |{mr−1}





(Hmr−1 − Hmr )q
)
× (C(mr,mr + 1) + umr )
d+1−|Ir+1|(−∞..mr ]









(C(mr−1,mr) + umr−1 )d−|Ir |
(−∞..mr−1]
(C(mr−1,mr) + umr−1 − | Jr−1|[mr ..+∞)) · · · (C(mr−1,mr) + umr−1 − | Jr−1|[mr−1..+∞) − q)
×
( |Ir |{mr−1} + 1





(Hmr−1 − Hmr )q
)
× (C(mr,mr + 1) + umr )
d+1−|Ir+1|(−∞..mr ]




+ Φ|Ir+1|{mr }| Jr−1|{mr−2}!| Jr |{mr−1}!
(





(C(mr−1,mr) + umr−1 )d−|Ir |
(−∞..mr−1]
(C(mr−1,mr) + umr−1 − | Jr−1|[mr ..+∞)) · · · (C(mr−1,mr) + umr−1 − | Jr−1|[mr−1..+∞) − q)
×
( |Ir |{mr−1} + 1





(Hmr−1 − Hmr )q
)
× (C(mr,mr + 1) + umr )
d+1−|Ir+1|(−∞..mr ]
(C(mr,mr + 1) + umr − | Jr |[mr+1..+∞)) · · · (C(mr,mr + 1) + umr − | Jr |[mr ..+∞))




To see that this formula holds in the cases | Jr−1|{mr−2} = 0 and mr −1= i, notice that amr−2−amr−1 =|Ir |{mr−1} by Lemma 3.1 in the former case and r = 1, umr−1 = 0, | Jr−1|[mr−1..+∞) = 0 in the latter
case. Therefore, the ﬁrst summand of the right-hand side of the above formula equals zero in either
of these cases. We put
X := Φ| Jr−1|{mr−2}!| Jr |{mr−1}!
× (C(mr−1,mr) + umr−1 )
d+1−|Ir |(−∞..mr−1]
(C(mr−1,mr) + umr−1 − | Jr−1|[mr ..+∞)) · · · (C(mr−1,mr) + umr−1 − | Jr−1|[mr−1..+∞))
× (C(mr,mr + 1) + umr )
d+1−|Ir+1|(−∞..mr ]
(C(mr,mr + 1) + umr − | Jr |[mr+1..+∞)) · · · (C(mr,mr + 1) + umr − | Jr |[mr ..+∞))
.
Noting that by Lemma 3.1
























× (C(mr−1,mr − 1) + umr−1 − | Jr−1|
[mr−1..+∞))(Hmr−1 − Hmr )q−1







( |Ir |{mr−1} + 1





× (Hmr−1 − Hmr )
q





Noting that C(mr−1,mr − 1) + umr−1 − | Jr−1|[mr−1..+∞) = −(Hmr−1 − Hmr − q + 1) + (C(mr−1,mr) +
umr−1 − | Jr−1|[mr−1..+∞) − q), we obtain similarly to case 2.1 that






















( |Ir |{mr−1} + 1





(Hmr−1 − Hmr )q














(Hmr−1 − Hmr )q
(C(mr−1,mr) + umr−1 − | Jr−1|[mr−1..+∞) − 1)q
,
which is what the lemma claims.
Case 2.3: l = n− 1. Applying (3.12) to the last factor of the right-hand side of (4.4), we obtain
P (d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk)
= 1
an−1
(−δn−1>i | Jk|{n−2}P (d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk−1, ( Jk)n−2 →n−1)
+ P (d)i,n,M
(
I1, . . . , Ik, Ik+1 ∪ 〈n− 1〉, J1, . . . , Jk
)(





















(C(ms, t) + ums )d+1−|Is+1|
(−∞..t−1]
(C(ms, t) + ums − | J s|[t..+∞)) · · · (C(ms, t) + ums − | J s|[t−1..+∞) − q)
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( |Is+1|{t−1}






∣∣∣ (s, t) ∈ Γ \ {(k,n)}
}
.
Considering separately the cases mk < n − 1 and mk = n − 1, applying the induction hypothesis
and (4.9), we obtain
P (d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk)




(C(mk,n) + umk )d+1−|Ik+1|
(−∞..n−1]
(C(mk,n) + umk − | Jk|[n..+∞)) · · · (C(mk,n) + umk − | Jk|[n−1..+∞) − 1− q)
×
( |Ik+1|{n−1}











(C(mk,n) + umk )d−|Ik+1|
(−∞..n−1]
(C(mk,n) + umk − | Jk|[n..+∞)) · · · (C(mk,n) + umk − | Jk|[n−1..+∞) − q)
×
( |Ik+1|{n−1} + 1









X := Φ (C(mk,n) + umk )
d+1−|Ik+1|(−∞..n−1]
(C(mk,n) + umk − | Jk|[n..+∞)) · · · (C(mk,n) + umk − | Jk|[n−1..+∞))
.
We have










(C(mk,n− 1) + umk − | Jk|[n−1..+∞))(Hn−1 − Hn)q−1





( |Ik+1|{n−1} + 1






(C(mk,n) + umk − | Jk|[n−1..+∞) − 1)q
)
.





. Hence similarly to case 2.2 we obtain











(C(mk,n) + umk − | Jk|[n−1..+∞) − 1)q
,
which is what the lemma claims. 
V. Shchigolev / Journal of Algebra 321 (2009) 28–85 49Remark. In case 2, we have an−1  d and, therefore, | J0|{i−1}!/an−1! = d!/an−1! is an integer. Moreover
in (4.2) the summation actually goes over q = 0, . . . ,at−1 = d − |Is+1|(−∞..t−1] − | J s|[t−1..+∞) . This
shows that in (4.2) the denominator always divides the numerator in each nonzero summand. Hence
P (d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk) ∈ U0 as claimed.
5. Geometry of integer plane
5.1. Decreasing injections
Let X be a ﬁnite set with a nonstrict partial order . We put cone(x) := {y ∈ X | y  x} for any
x ∈ X and cone(S) :=⋃x∈S cone(x) for any S ⊂ X . A map ψ : A → B , where A, B ⊂ X , is called weakly
decreasing if ψ(x) x for any x ∈ A.
Proposition 5.1. Let A, B ⊂ X. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) there exists a weakly decreasing injection from A to B;
(ii) for any S ⊂ X, there holds |cone(S) ∩ A| |cone(S) ∩ B|;
(iii) for any S ⊂ A, there holds |cone(S) ∩ A| |cone(S) ∩ B|.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii). Let ψ : A → B be a weakly decreasing injection. Take any S ⊂ X . Let y ∈ cone(S)∩ A.
By deﬁnition ψ(y) ∈ B . On the other hand, there exists x ∈ S such that y  x. However ψ(y)  y.
Hence ψ(y)  x and ψ(y) ∈ cone(S). We have proved ψ(cone(S) ∩ A) ⊂ cone(S) ∩ B . Since ψ is an
injection, we obtain (ii).
(ii) ⇒ (iii) is obvious.
(iii) ⇒ (i). Let A = {a1, . . . ,aN }, where a1, . . . ,aN are mutually distinct. Suppose that for some k =
1, . . . ,N , we have constructed a weakly decreasing injection ψk−1 : {a1, . . . ,ak−1} → B . We construct
the sequence S−1, S0, . . . , Sm of subsets of {a1, . . . ,ak} as follows. We put S−1 := ∅. Suppose that the
subsets S−1, S0, . . . , Sq have already been constructed, where q−1. If cone(Sq) contains an element
of B distinct from ψk−1(a1), . . . ,ψk−1(ak−1), then we put m := q and stop. Otherwise, we put
Sq+1 := {ak} ∪
{
al
∣∣ l = 1, . . . ,k − 1 and ψk−1(al) ∈ cone(Sq)}.
If a ∈ Sq \ {ak} then ψk−1(a) ∈ cone(a) ⊂ cone(Sq), since ψk−1 is weakly decreasing. Hence a ∈ Sq+1.
Therefore, Sq ⊂ Sq+1 (ak ∈ Sq+1 as q + 1 0). Moreover, if q 0 then by hypothesis we have
∣∣Sq \ {ak}∣∣< |Sq| ∣∣cone(Sq) ∩ A∣∣ ∣∣cone(Sq) ∩ B∣∣.
Thus ψk−1(Sq \ {ak}) cone(Sq) ∩ B . Therefore, there exists some b ∈ (cone(Sq) ∩ B) \ ψk−1(Sq \ {ak}).
Since we consider the case q <m, we have b = ψk−1(a), where a ∈ {a1, . . . ,ak−1} and a /∈ Sq . We see
that a ∈ Sq+1 \ Sq . Therefore, the process of constructing the sets S0, S1, . . . will eventually terminate.
Note that m 0 and S0 = {ak}.
Let bm be an element of cone(Sm) distinct from ψk−1(a1), . . . ,ψk−1(ak−1). We are going to con-
struct inductively the elements bm, . . . ,b0 of B and the elements a′m, . . . ,a′0 of {a1, . . . ,ak} so that
(a) bl ∈ cone(a′l) \ cone(Sl−1) for any l = 0, . . . ,m;
(b) a′l ∈ Sl \ Sl−1 for any l = 0, . . . ,m;
(c) ψk−1(a′l) = bl−1 for any l = 1, . . . ,m.
If bm belonged to cone(Sm−1), then this element would coincide with one of the elements
ψk−1(a1), . . . ,ψk−1(ak−1). Therefore bm ∈ cone(Sm)\ cone(Sm−1). We take for a′m an arbitrary element
of Sm \ Sm−1 such that bm ∈ cone(a′m).
Now suppose that the elements bm, . . . ,bq and a′m, . . . ,a′q , where m  q > 0, have already been
chosen so that conditions (a) and (b) hold for l = q, . . . ,m and condition (c) holds for l = q+ 1, . . . ,m.
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{a1, . . . ,ak−1}. We obtain bq−1 ∈ cone(Sq−1) \ cone(Sq−2). Now we take for a′q−1 an arbitrary element
of Sq−1 such that bq−1 ∈ cone(a′q−1). If a′q−1 belonged to Sq−2, then bq−1 would belong to cone(Sq−2),
which is wrong.
Note that a′0 = ak . Now a weakly decreasing injection ψk : {a1, . . . ,ak} → B is given by
ψk(a) :=
{
ψk−1(a) if a /∈ {a′0, . . . ,a′m};
bl if a = a′l and l = 0, . . . ,m.
The injection we need is ψN . 
5.2. Decreasing injections for Z2
Recall that in Section 1, we introduced the strict order <˙ and deﬁned strictly decreasing maps.
However, a better theory exists for nonstrict versions of these concepts. See, for example, Proposi-
tion 5.1.
We introduce the nonstrict partial order ˙ on Z2 as follows: (a,b) ˙ (x, y) holds if and only if
a  x and b  y. Let A, B ⊂ Z2 and ϕ : A → B be a map. We call ϕ weakly decreasing if ϕ(α) ˙ α for
any α ∈ A. For any point α ∈ Z2, we put cone(α) := {β ∈ Z2 | β ˙ α}. For any subset Γ ⊂ Z2, we put
cone(Γ ) :=⋃α∈Γ cone(α). We also endow Z2 with the componentwise arithmetic operations. For a
point α ∈ Z2 and a subset Γ ⊂ Z2, we put Γ ± α := {γ ± α | γ ∈ Γ }.
Proposition 5.2. Let A and B be ﬁnite subsets of Z2 . If there is a strictly decreasing injection from A to B, then
|cone(Γ )∩ A| |cone(Γ −(1,1))∩ B| for any Γ ⊂ Z2 . Conversely, if |cone(Γ )∩ A| |cone(Γ −(1,1))∩ B|
for any Γ ⊂ A, then there exists a strictly decreasing injection from A to B.
Proof. Clearly, there is a strictly decreasing injection from A to B if and only if there is a weakly
decreasing injection from A to B+ (1,1). Now the result follows from Proposition 5.1 and the obvious
formula
cone(Γ ) ∩ (B + (1,1))= (cone(Γ − (1,1))∩ B)+ (1,1),
where Γ is an arbitrary subset of Z2. 
5.3. Snakes
Let A ⊂ Z2. A point a ∈ A is called an interior point of A if there exists b ∈ A such that a <˙ b.
Otherwise a is called a boundary point of A. The sets of all interior points of A and of all boundary
points of A are called the interior of A and the boundary of A, respectively. For Γ ⊂ Z2, we deﬁne
snake(Γ ) to be the boundary of cone(Γ ). Clearly, snake(Γ ) = cone(Γ ) \ cone(Γ − (1,1)).
Proposition 5.3. Any two points of a snake are incomparable with respect to <˙. Conversely, if Γ is a subset
of Z2 whose points are incomparable with respect to <˙, then Γ ⊂ snake(Γ ).
Lemma 5.4. Let R = [a..b] × [c..d] be a nonempty rectangle and X ⊂ R. We put R0 := [a..b] × {c}, R1 :=
[a..b] × (c..d] and Y := X ∩ R1 . The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) there exists a strictly decreasing injection ψ : Y → X ;
(ii) for any subset Δ of Y whose points are incomparable with respect to <˙, there is a strictly decreasing
injection from Δ to X ∩ R0 .
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are elements z0, . . . , zm , where m  0, of X such that y = z0, x = zm and zs = ψ(zs−1) for any s =
1, . . . ,m. For any y ∈ X , let ψˆ(y) denote the smallest (w.r.t. ) element of {x ∈ X | x y}. Obviously,
ψˆ(y) ∈ X ∩ R0 and ψˆ(y) = ψˆ(y′) if and only if y and y′ comparable with respect to .
Let Δ be a subset of Y whose points are incomparable with respect to <˙. Then distinct points of Δ
are incomparable with respect to , since ψ is strictly decreasing. Hence ψˆ |Δ is a required injection.
(ii) ⇒ (i). We shall use Proposition 5.2. Let Γ ⊂ Y . We must prove the inequality




Γ − (1,1))∩ X = (cone(Γ − (1,1))∩ Y )∪ (cone(Γ − (1,1))∩ (X ∩ R0)).
Since the intersection of cone(Γ )∩ Y and cone(Γ − (1,1))∩ X is cone(Γ − (1,1))∩ Y , inequality (5.1)
is equivalent to
∣∣(cone(Γ ) \ cone(Γ − (1,1)))∩ Y ∣∣ ∣∣cone(Γ − (1,1))∩ (X ∩ R0)∣∣. (5.2)
Consider the snake S := snake(Γ ). We have
cone(Γ ) ∩ (Y ∩ S) = (cone(Γ ) \ cone(Γ − (1,1)))∩ Y .
The last set is exactly the set of the left-hand side of (5.2). Therefore (5.1) is equivalent to
∣∣cone(Γ ) ∩ (Y ∩ S)∣∣ ∣∣cone(Γ − (1,1))∩ (X ∩ R0)∣∣,
which holds in view of Proposition 5.2 and the condition of part (ii). Here we should take Δ := Y ∩ S
and apply Proposition 5.3. 
Also, we call a map ϕ : A → B , where A, B ⊂ Z2, strictly increasing if ϕ(α) >˙ α for any α ∈ A.
5.4. Set S
Consider a nonempty subset S of Z2 having the form
S = ({a} × [ fa..la])∪ ({a+ 1} × [ fa+1..la+1])∪ · · · ∪ ({b} × [ fb..lb]), (5.3)
where a b, f s+1  f s  ls+1  ls for s = a, . . . ,b−1 and f s  ls+2 for any s = a, . . . ,b−2. We say that
a point x = (x1, x2) of the strip [a..b] × Z lies below S or above S if x2 < fx1 or x2 > lx1 , respectively.
Lemma 5.5. Let M ⊂ X ⊂ [a..b] × Z and ϕ : M → X be a strictly increasing injection. Suppose that X ∩ S
does not contain points comparable with respect to <˙. Then there is an injection ϕS : M → X \ S such that for
any x ∈ M we have either x <˙ ϕS (x) or ϕS(x) = x and x lies below S.
Proof. We denote by B and T the set of all points of [a..b]×Z lying below S and above S , respectively.
For x ∈ M , we put ϕS(x) := x if x ∈ B ∩ M and ϕS(x) := ϕ(x) otherwise. It remains to show that ϕS is
an injection from M to X \ S .
Take a point x = (x1, x2) ∈ M and denote (y1, y2) := ϕ(x). We have y1 > x1 and y2 > x2. If x ∈ B
then ϕS (x) = x ∈ B ∩ M ⊂ B ∩ X ⊂ X \ S .
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with respect to <˙. Hence ϕS (x) = ϕ(x) /∈ S . Suppose that ϕ(x) ∈ B . Then y2 < f y1  fx1  x2, which is
a contradiction. Therefore ϕS (x) = ϕ(x) ∈ T ∩ X ⊂ X \ S .
Finally, let x ∈ T . We have y2 > x2 > lx1  l y1 . Hence ϕS (x) = ϕ(x) ∈ T ∩ X ⊂ X \ S . 
Now let us consider the case where S contains points comparable with respect to <˙. We ﬁx some
λ ∈ Zn and suppose that 1 a b  n.
Lemma 5.6. Let x, y ∈ S and x <˙ y. Then x and y belong to adjacent columns and





where x belongs to column t.
Proof. We denote x = (t,u) and y = (s, v). Since x <˙ y, we have t < s and u < v . If x and y did
not belong to adjacent columns, we would have t + 2  s. By the conditions imposed on S , we get
v > u  ft  lt+2  ls and therefore y /∈ S , which is a contradiction.
Thus x = (t,u), y = (t + 1, v), ft  u  lt and ft+1  v  lt+1. Hence we get
0< v − u  lt+1 − ft . (5.4)
By deﬁnition, we have λt − λt+1 ≡ v − u − 1 (mod distλ(x, y)). This equivalence together with (5.4),
yield






Let k < j and I be a multiset with integer entries of length no greater than d. We put
Σ
(d)
k, j (I) :=
{
(t,h) ∈ Z2 ∣∣ k < t  j & 0 h d − |I|(−∞..t−1]},
Ω
(d)
k, j (I) :=
{
(t,h) ∈ Z2 ∣∣ k < t < j & 0 h < d − |I|(−∞..t]}.
One can easily see that Ω(d)k, j (I) is the interior of Σ
(d)
k, j (I).
Lemma 5.7. Let Γ be a subset of (i..n] × [0..d] whose points are incomparable with respect to <˙. Then there
exists a multiset I of length no greater than d with entries in the interval [i..n) such that Γ is contained in the
boundary of Σ(d)i,n (I).
Proof. We denote by Γ ′ the set of all points of Γ not belonging to column n. Let t1 < t2 < · · · < tk be
the numbers of columns that contain at least one point of Γ ′ . We denote h j := max{h | (t j,h) ∈ Γ ′}
for j = 1, . . . ,k. Let hk+1 := max{h | (n,h) ∈ Γ } ∪ {0}. Since the points of Γ are incomparable with
respect to <˙, we have h1  h2  · · · hk  hk+1. Now we put
I := 〈id−h1 , th1−h21 , th2−h32 , . . . , thk−1−hkk−1 , thk−hk+1k 〉.
This multiset has length d − hk+1  d. We put tk+1 := n.
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γ ∈ Σ(d)i,n (I).
It remains to show that γ /∈ Ω(d)i,n (I). This is true if γ belongs to column n. Therefore assume that
γ ∈ Γ ′ . If h < h j+1, then γ <˙ (t j+1,h j+1) ∈ Γ and we get a contradiction with incomparability of
points of Γ . Hence h j+1  h. Since |I|(−∞..t j ] = d − h j+1, we get γ /∈ Ω(d)i,n (I). 
6. Formal factorization of elementary expressions
6.1. Cutting operators
Let i  l <m < n. For t = 1, . . . ,n, we put
σl,m(Ht) =
{
Ht if t <m;
Ht + C(l,m) − um + ul if t m.
We extend σl,m to a ring endomorphism of U0, assuming that σl,m acts identically on ui+1, . . . ,un−1.




C(q, t) + ul
)= {C(q, t) + ul if q t <m or m q t;
C(m, t) + C(q, l) + um if q <m t. (6.1)
We extend σl,m to a Z′-module endomorphism of U−,0 by the rule σl,m(F H) = Fσl,m(H), where
F ∈ U− and H ∈ U0.
Lemma 6.1. An element x ∈ U−,0 is representable in the form x = y(C(l,m) − um + ul) for some y ∈ U−,0 if
and only if σl,m(x) = 0.
Proof. We put for brevity σ := σl,m . Clearly, if x = y(C(l,m) − um + ul) for some y ∈ U−,0 then
σ(x) = 0, since σ(C(l,m) − um + ul) = 0 by (6.1).
Conversely, suppose that σ(x) = 0. Take any matrix M ∈ UT0(n) and let HM be the F (M)-
coeﬃcient of x. By our assumption and Lemma 2.2, σ(HM) = 0. Let R be a subring of U0 generated
by H1, . . . , Hm−1, Hm+1, . . . , Hn and ui+1, . . . ,un−1. We have the representation
HM = hkHkm + hk−1Hk−1m + · · · + h1Hm + h0,
where h0, . . . ,hk ∈ R . Applying σ to this representation, we obtain
σ(hk)σ (Hm)
k + σ(hk−1)σ (Hm)k−1 + · · · + σ(h1)σ (Hm) + σ(h0) = 0. (6.2)
Consider the ring endomorphism τ of U0 such that τ (Hm) =m− l+ Hl − um + ul and τ acts iden-
tically on the generators H1, . . . , Hm−1, Hm+1, . . . , Hn , ui+1, . . . ,un−1. We claim that (τ ◦σ)(Ht) = Ht
for any t ∈ {1, . . . ,n} \ {m}. If t <m then (τ ◦ σ)(Ht) = τ (Ht) = Ht . Now let t >m. We have
(τ ◦ σ)(Ht) = τ (Ht +m− l + Hl − Hm − um + ul)
= Ht +m− l + Hl − τ (Hm) − um + ul = Ht .
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does not depend on Hm . Therefore (τ ◦ σ)(Hm) =m − l + Hl − um + ul . Thus applying τ to (6.2), we
obtain
hk(m− l + Hl − um + ul)k + hk−1(m− l + Hl − um + ul)k−1 + · · · + h1(m− l + Hl − um + ul) + h0 = 0.
We have proved that m− l+ Hl − um + ul is a root of the polynomial hk Xk + hk−1Xk−1 + · · · + h1X +
h0 ∈ R[X] belonging to the ground ring R . By the Bezout theorem, this polynomial is divisible by
X −m+ l − Hl + um − ul , that is
hk X
k + hk−1Xk−1 + · · · + h1X + h0 = P (X) · (X −m+ l − Hl + um − ul)
for some P ∈ R[X]. Substituting Hm for X , we obtain
HM = P (Hm) · (Hm −m+ l − Hl + um − ul) = −P (Hm) ·
(
C(l,m) − um + ul
)
.
It remains to notice that P (Hm) ∈ U0. 
Remark. We shall often use the following simple fact immediately following from (6.1): for l <m and
q < t , the equalities σl,m(C(q, t) − ut + uq) = 0 and (l,m) = (q, t) are equivalent.
Lemma 6.2. Let M = {m1 < · · · <mk} be a subset of (i..n), m0 := i, mk+1 := n and I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk
be a sequence of multisets that with M satisﬁes conditions (M1)–(M3). Suppose that 0  r  k, mr <
mmr+1 and m < n. Then we have
σmr ,m
(




I1, . . . , Ir,Lm(Ir+1),Rm(Ir+1), Ir+2, . . . , Ik+1,
J1, . . . , Jr−1,Lm( Jr),Rm( Jr), Jr+1, . . . , Jk
)
if m <mr+1 and
σmr ,m
(
S(d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk)
)= S(d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk)
if m =mr+1 .
Proof. First consider the case mr < m < mr+1. Take an arbitrary matrix M ∈ UT0(n) such that
F (M) has weight λ(d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk) and denote by HM the F (M)-coeﬃcient of







Mt + | J s|{t−1}






Mt + | Jr |{t−1}








Mt + | J s|{t−1}
)!(C(ms, t) + ums )d−(Mt+| J s |{t−1}+|Is+1|(−∞..t))
)




Mt + | Jr |{t−1}





Mt + | Jr |{t−1}
)!(C(m, t) + um)d−(Mt+| Jr |{t−1}+|Ir+1|(−∞..t)).
To complete the proof in this case, it remains to notice that
| Jr |{t−1} =
∣∣Lm( Jr)∣∣{t−1} and |Ir+1|(−∞..t) = ∣∣Lm(Ir+1)∣∣(−∞..t) for t <m;
| Jr |{t−1} =
∣∣Rm( Jr)∣∣{t−1} and |Ir+1|(−∞..t) = ∣∣Rm(Ir+1)∣∣(−∞..t) for t m,
and apply case (iv) of Lemma 3.2 (the sequence of this case is always well deﬁned).
In the case m = mr+1, it follows from (3.5) and (6.1) that σmr ,m acts identically on any F (M)-
coeﬃcient of S(d)i,n,M(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk). 
6.2. Factorization
We consider the formal commutative variables S(d)m,m′ (I, J ), where i m <m′  n and
(F1) I is a multiset with entries in [m− 1..m′) if m > i and with entries in [i..m′) if m = i;
(F2) J is a multiset with entries in [m− 1..m′) if m > i and J = 〈(i − 1)d〉 if m = i.
These variables are called formal operators. Let F (d)i,n denote the free commutative algebra (polyno-
mial algebra) over the ﬁeld U¯0 generated by all formal operators. This algebra is called the algebra of
formal operators.
A monomial Q · f /g , where Q is a product of formal operators, f , g ∈ U0 and g = 0, is called
regular if the following conditions hold for Q and g .
(F3) If S(d)
mˆ,m
( I¯, J¯ ) and S(d)m,m′ (I, J ) occur in Q , then |I|{m−1} + | J | = | I¯| + | J¯ |{m−1} .
(F4) For any t ∈ Z, there is at most one factor of Q having the form S(d)m,m′ (I, J ), where t ∈ [m..m′).
(F5) g is a product of polynomials C(m,m′) − um′ + um , where i  m < m′ < n, each in degree at
most 1. Moreover, if this polynomial occurs in g , then some formal operator S(d)m,m′′(I, J ), where
m′ m′′ , occurs in Q .
A polynomial of F (d)i,n is called regular if it is a sum of regular monomials.
We are going to introduce the cutting operators for F (d)i,n similar to the cutting operators of Sec-
tion 6.1, for which we shall use the same notation σm,m′ , where i m <m′ < n.
At ﬁrst, we deﬁne the action of σm,m′ on the formal operator S(d)mˆ,m′′ (I, J ). If mˆ =m and m′ <m′′ ,
then we put
σm,m′
(S(d)m,m′′ (I, J )) := S(d)m,m′(Lm′ (I),Lm′ ( J ))S(d)m′,m′′(Rm′ (I),Rm′ ( J )).
If the intervals [m..m′) and [mˆ..m′′) either do not intersect or coincide, then we assume that σm,m′
acts on S(d)
mˆ,m′′ (I, J ) identically. In all other cases, we deﬁne the result of this action to be 0.
Further, we assume that σm,m′ acts on U0 as deﬁned in Section 6.1. We deﬁne the action of σm,m′
on an element P ∈ F (d)i,n as follows. Suppose that P is representable as
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l∑
j=1
S( j)1 · · · S( j)k j · f j/g j,
where S( j)q are formal operators, f j, g j ∈ U0 and σm,m′ (g j) = 0 for any j = 1, . . . , l. Then we deﬁne






) · · ·σm,m′(S( j)k j ) · σm,m′ ( f j)/σm,m′ (g j).
It is easy to understand that σm,m′ (P ) thus deﬁned does not depend on the choice of the representa-
tion of P .
Remark. The operator σm,m′ is not applicable to elements of F
(d)
i,n not representable in the above form
(see the example below). However if σm,m′ is applicable to P and P ′ of F (d)i,n , then σm,m′ (P ± P ′) =
σm,m′ (P ) ± σm,m′ (P ′) and σm,m′ (P P ′) = σm,m′ (P )σm,m′ (P ′).
A polynomial P ∈ F (d)i,n is called integral if it is regular and for any i m <m′ < n, there holds
σm,m′
(
P · (C(m,m′) − um′ + um))= 0.
In this formula, σm,m′ is applicable to P · (C(m,m′) − um′ + um), since the denominator of the last
polynomial can contain only factors of the form C(m0,m′0) − um′0 + um0 , where (m0,m′0) = (m,m′).
By (6.1), the operator σm,m′ does not take such polynomials to zero.
Example. Let i <m < n, I be a multiset with entries in [i..n), J0 = 〈(i − 1)d〉 and
P := S
(d)
i,n (I, J0) − S(d)i,m(Lm(I), J0)S(d)m,n(Rm(I),∅)
C(i,m) − um .
This polynomial is integral. Note that σi,m is not applicable to P . Indeed, suppose that there exists
a representation P =∑lj=1 Q j · f j/g j , where Q j are products of formal operators, f j, g j ∈ U0 and
σi,m(g j) = 0. Then g1, . . . , gl are not divisible by C(i,m) − um in U0. We have
g1 · · · gl
(S(d)i,n (I, J0) − S(d)i,m(Lm(I), J0)S(d)m,n(Rm(I),∅))
= (C(i,m) − um) l∑
j=1
Q j · f j g1 · · · g j−1g j+1 · · · gl.
The coeﬃcient of S(d)i,n (I, J0) in the left-hand side equals g1 · · · gl and is not divisible by C(i,m) − um
unlike the entire right-hand side. This is a contradiction.
Finally, we introduce the notion of weight for elements of F (d)i,n . We say that
• S(d)m,m′ (I, J ) has weight
∑m′−1
t=m (−d + |I|(−∞..t] + | J |[t..+∞))αt ;
• elements of U¯0 have weight 0;
• if P has weight λ and P ′ has weight μ, then P P ′ has weight λ + μ;
• a sum of elements having ﬁxed weight λ has weight λ.
• a sum of elements having weight 0 is called an element of weight 0.
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where i  l < n, on the algebra of formal operators F (d)i,n .
We assume that all these operators act identically on U¯0. Take a formal operator S(d)m,m′ (I, J ) and




(S(d)m,m′ (I, J )) :=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
−δl>i | J |{l−1}S(d)m,m′ (I, Jl−1 →l) if m l <m′;
S(d)m,m′ (I, J ∪ 〈m − 1〉) if l =m− 1;




(S(d)m,m′ (I, J )) :=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if m l <m′ − 1;
S(d)m,m′ (I ∪ 〈m′ − 1〉, J )(C(m,m′) + um − d + |I|) if l =m′ − 1;
S(d)m,m′ (I, J ∪ 〈m− 1〉) if l =m− 1;




(S(d)m,m′ (I, J )) :=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if m l <m′ − 1;
S(d)m,m′ (I ∪ 〈m′ − 1〉, J ) if l =m′ − 1;
S(d)m,m′ (I, J ∪ 〈m− 1〉)(um − d + |I|{m−1}) if l =m− 1;








|I|{l+1}S(d)m,m′ (Il+1 →l, J )(C(m, l + 1) + um − d + |I|(−∞..l]) if m− 1 l <m′ − 1;
S(d)m,m′ (I ∪ 〈m′ − 1〉, J ) if l =m′ − 1;
S(d)m,m′ (I, J ) otherwise.






l to ring endomorphisms of F
(d)
i,n . Finally we put
ρ
(2)
l := ρ(2,L)l − ρ(2,R)l .






l acts on a formal operator S(d)m,m′ (I, J ) identically unless
m − 1  l  m′ − 1. The reader should be careful with ρ(2)l , keeping in mind that it is not a ring
endomorphism. However, if both ρ(2,L)l and ρ
(2,R)
l act identically on x ∈ F (d)i,n , then ρ(2)l (xy) = xρ(2)l (y)
for any y ∈ F (d)i,n .
6.4. Operators T (d)k, j,M(I, J )
We are going to deﬁne the principal object of our study, the elements T (d)k, j,M(I, J ) of F (d)i,n , where
i  k < j  n; M ⊂ (k.. j); I and J are multisets with entries in [k− 1.. j) if k > i; I is a multiset with
entries in [i.. j) and J = 〈(i − 1)d〉 if k = i.
Deﬁnition 6.3. We put T (d)k, j,∅(I, J ) := S(d)k, j (I, J ). For M = ∅, we put
T (d)k, j,M(I, J ) =
(T (d)k, j,M\{m}(I, J ) − S(d)k,m(Lm(I),Lm( J ))
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(Rm(I),Rm( J )))/(C(k,m) − um + uk),
where m =minM.
Lemma 6.4.
(i) T (d)k, j,M(I, J ) is regular.
(ii) σk,m0 (T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))=S(d)k,m0 (Lm0 (I),Lm0 ( J ))T
(d)
m0, j,M(Rm0 (I),Rm0 ( J )), where k<m0 < minM∪{ j}.
(iii) T (d)k, j,M(I, J ) is integral.
Proof. (i) The result follows from the following observation, which can easily be proved by induction
on |M|: T (d)k, j,M(I, J ) is an integral linear combination of monomials Q /g such that
• Q =∏cs=0 S(d)ms,ms+1 (Lms+1 (Rms (I)),Lms+1 (Rms ( J )));• g is a product of polynomials of the form C(ms,m′) − um′ + ums , where s = 0, . . . , c, ms < m′ 
ms+1 and m′ ∈ M, each occurring in g in degree at most one,
where c  0, k =m0 <m1 < · · · <mc <mc+1 = j and m1, . . . ,mc ∈ M. To see this, it suﬃces to apply
Deﬁnition 6.3 and (2.3).
(ii) Induction on |M|. The case M = ∅ is obvious.
Now let M = ∅ and suppose that the result is true for sets of smaller cardinality. We put m :=
minM. Applying Deﬁnition 6.3, (6.1) and the inductive hypothesis, we obtain
σk,m0
(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))= [σk,m0(T (d)k, j,M\{m}(I, J ))− σk,m0(S(d)k,m(Lm(I),Lm( J )))
× T (d)m, j,M\{m}
(Rm(I),Rm( J ))]/(C(m0,m) − um + um0)
= [S(d)k,m0(Lm0(I),Lm0 ( J ))T (d)m0, j,M\{m}(Rm0 (I),Rm0 ( J ))
− S(d)k,m0
(Lm0(Lm(I)),Lm0(Lm( J )))S(d)m0,m(Rm0(Lm(I)),Rm0(Lm( J )))
× T (d)m, j,M\{m}
(Rm(I),Rm( J ))]/(C(m0,m) − um + um0)
= S(d)k,m0
(Lm0 (I),Lm0 ( J ))[T (d)m0, j,M\{m}(Rm0 (I),Rm0 ( J ))
− S(d)m0,m
(Rm0(Lm(I)),Rm0(Lm( J )))
× T (d)m, j,M\{m}
(Rm(I),Rm( J ))]/(C(m0,m) − um + um0)
= S(d)k,m0
(Lm0 (I),Lm0 ( J ))[T (d)m0, j,M\{m}(Rm0 (I),Rm0 ( J ))
− S(d)m0,m
(Lm(Rm0 (I)),Lm(Rm0 ( J )))
× T (d)m, j,M\{m}
(Rm(Rm0 (I)),Rm(Rm0 ( J )))]/(C(m0,m) − um + um0)
= S(d)k,m0
(Lm0 (I),Lm0 ( J ))T (d)m0, j,M(Rm0 (I),Rm0 ( J )).
(iii) Induction on |M|. The case M = ∅ is obvious. Now let M = ∅ and suppose that the result is
true for sets of smaller cardinality. We put m := minM. Applying the inductive hypothesis and the
remark of Section 6.2, we obtain
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(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ) · (C(m0,m′0) − um′0 + um0))




(T (d)m, j,M\{m}(Rm(I),Rm( J )) · (C(m0,m′0)− um′0 + um0))]/σm0,m′0(C(k,m) − um + uk)
= 0
for any m0, m′0 such that i m0 <m′0 < n and (m0,m′0) = (k,m). The only remaining equality
σk,m
(T ],(d)k, j,M(I, J ) · (C(k,m) − um + uk))= 0
follows immediately from part (ii) of the current lemma. 




(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))= −δl>i | J |{l−1}T (d)k, j,M(I, Jl−1 →l).
If i < k then ρ(1)k−1(T (d)k, j,M(I, J )) = T (d)k, j,M(I, J ∪ 〈k − 1〉).
Proof. We apply induction on |M|. In the case M = ∅, the required formulas immediately follow
from the deﬁnition. Therefore we assume that M = ∅ and put m :=minM.




(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))= (−δl>i | J |{l−1}T (d)k, j,M\{m}(I, Jl−1 →l)
+ δl>i
∣∣Lm( J )∣∣{l−1}S(d)k,m(Lm(I),Lm( J )l−1 →l)
× T (d)m, j,M\{m}
(Rm(I),Rm( J )))/(C(k,m) − um + uk)
= −δl>i | J |{l−1}
(T (d)k, j,M\{m}(I, Jl−1 →l) − S(d)k,m(Lm(I),Lm( Jl−1 →l))
× T (d)m, j,M\{m}
(Rm(I),Rm( Jl−1 →l)))/(C(k,m) − um + uk)
= −δl>i | J |{l−1}T (d)k, j,M(I, Jl−1 →l).




(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))= (−δm−1>i | J |{m−2}T (d)k, j,M\{m}(I, Jm−2 →m−1)
+ δm−1>i
∣∣Lm( J )∣∣{m−2}S(d)k,m(Lm(I),Lm( J )m−2 →m−1)
× T (d)m, j,M\{m}
(Rm(I),Rm( J ) ∪ 〈m − 1〉))/(C(k,m) − um + uk)
= −δm−1>i | J |{m−2}
(T (d)k, j,M\{m}(I, Jm−2 →m−1)
− S(d)k,m
(Lm(I),Lm( Jm−2 →m−1))
× T (d)m, j,M\{m}
(Rm(I),Rm( Jm−2 →m−1)))/(C(k,m) − um + uk)
= −δm−1>i | J |{m−2}T (d)k, j,M(I, Jm−2 →m−1).




(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))= (−| J |{l−1}T (d)k, j,M\{m}(I, Jl−1 →l) + ∣∣Rm( J )∣∣{l−1}S(d)k,m(Lm(I),Lm( J ))
× T (d)m, j,M\{m}
(Rm(I),Rm( J )l−1 →l))/(C(k,m) − um + uk)
= −| J |{l−1}(T (d)k, j,M\{m}(I, Jl−1 →l) − S(d)k,m(Lm(I),Lm( Jl−1 →l))
× T (d)m, j,M\{m}
(Rm(I),Rm( Jl−1 →l)))/(C(k,m) − um + uk)
= −| J |{l−1}T (d)k, j,M(I, Jl−1 →l).





(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))= (T (d)k, j,M\{m}(I, J ∪ 〈k − 1〉)− S(d)k,m(Lm(I),Lm( J ) ∪ 〈k − 1〉)
× T (d)m, j,M\{m}
(Rm(I),Rm( J )))/(C(k,m) − um + uk)
= (T (d)k, j,M\{m}(I, J ∪ 〈k − 1〉)− S(d)k,m(Lm(I),Lm( J ∪ 〈k − 1〉))
× T (d)m, j,M\{m}
(Rm(I),Rm( J ∪ 〈k − 1〉)))/(C(k,m) − um + uk)
= T (d)k, j,M
(
I, J ∪ 〈k − 1〉). 




(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))= −T (d)k,l+1,M∩(k..l+1)(Ll+1(I) ∪ 〈l〉,Ll+1( J ))
× T (d)l+1, j,M∩(l+1.. j)
(Rl+1(I),Rl+1( J ) ∪ 〈l〉)






















(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))= T (d)k, j,M(I ∪ 〈 j − 1〉, J).





l take all summands of T (d)k, j,M(I, J ) to zero.
In the case M = ∅, the required formulas follow directly from the deﬁnition. Therefore, we assume
M = ∅ and put m :=minM.




(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))= (T (d)k, j,M\{m}(I, J ∪ 〈k − 1〉)(uk − d + |I|{k−1})
− S(d)k,m
(Lm(I),Lm( J ) ∪ 〈k − 1〉)(uk − d + ∣∣Lm(I)∣∣{k−1})
× T (d)m, j,M\{m}
(Rm(I),Rm( J )))/(C(k,m) − um + uk)
= (uk − d + |I|{k−1})(T (d)k, j,M\{m}(I, J ∪ 〈k − 1〉)
− S(d)k,m
(Lm(I),Lm( J ∪ 〈k − 1〉))
× T (d)m, j,M\{m}
(Rm(I),Rm( J ∪ 〈k − 1〉)))/(C(k,m) − um + uk)
= (uk − d + |I|{k−1})T (d)k, j,M(I, J ∪ 〈k − 1〉).
Similar (but simpler) argument gives the formula for ρ(2,L)k−1 (T (d)k, j,M(I, J )).




(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))= −S
(d)
k,m(Lm(I) ∪ 〈m − 1〉,Lm( J ))(C(k,m) + uk − d + |Lm(I)|)
C(k,m) − um + uk
× T (d)m, j,M\{m}




(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))= −S
(d)
k,m(Lm(I) ∪ 〈m − 1〉,Lm( J ))(um − d + |Rm(I)|{m−1})
C(k,m) − um + uk
× T (d)m, j,M\{m}
(Rm(I),Rm( J ) ∪ 〈m− 1〉),
It remains to notice that |Lm(I)| = |Rm(I)|{m−1} .
Case m l and l+ 1 ∈ M. Since in this case ρ(2,L)l and ρ(2,R)l act on S(d)k,m(Lm(I),Lm( J )) identically,




(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))= (−T (d)k,l+1,(M\{m})∩(k..l+1)(Ll+1(I) ∪ 〈l〉,Ll+1( J ))
× T (d)l+1, j,M∩(l+1.. j)
(Rl+1(I),Rl+1( J ) ∪ 〈l〉)+ S(d)k,m(Lm(I),Lm( J ))
× T (d)m,l+1,M∩(m..l+1)
(Ll+1(Rm(I))∪ 〈l〉,Ll+1(Rm( J )))
× T (d)l+1, j,M∩(l+1.. j)
(Rl+1(Rm(I)),Rl+1(Rm( J ))∪ 〈l〉))/(C(k,m) − um + uk)
= (−T (d)k,l+1,M∩(m..l+1)(Ll+1(I) ∪ 〈l〉,Ll+1( J ))
+ S(d)k,m
(Lm(Ll+1(I) ∪ 〈l〉),Lm(Ll+1( J )))
× T (d)m,l+1,M∩(m..l+1)
(Rm(Ll+1(I) ∪ 〈l〉),Rm(Ll+1( J ))))
× T (d)l+1, j,M∩(l+1.. j)
(Rl+1(I),Rl+1( J ) ∪ 〈l〉)/(C(k,m) − um + uk)
= −T (d)k,l+1,M∩(k..l+1)
(Ll+1(I) ∪ 〈l〉,Ll+1( J ))
× T (d)l+1, j,M∩(l+1.. j)
(Rl+1(I),Rl+1( J ) ∪ 〈l〉).














× T (d)q, j,M∩(q.. j)
(Rq(I) ∪ 〈 j − 1〉,Rq( J ))
]
− S(d)k,m
(Lm(I),Lm( J ))T (d)m, j,M\{m}(Rm(I) ∪ 〈 j − 1〉,Rm( J ))






× T (d)q, j,M∩(q.. j)




C(k,m) − um + uk
)
= (T (d)k, j,M\{m}(I ∪ 〈 j − 1〉, J)− S(d)k,m(Lm(I ∪ 〈 j − 1〉),Lm( J ))
× T (d)m, j,M\{m}
(Rm(I ∪ 〈 j − 1〉),Rm( J )))
× (C(k, j) + uk − d + |I|)/(C(k,m) − um + uk)
+ S(d)k,m




(T (d)k,q,M∩(m..q)(Lq(I),Lq( J ))− S(d)k,m(Lm(Lq(I)),Lm(Lq( J )))
× T (d)m,q,M∩(m..q)
(Rm(Lq(I)),Rm(Lq( J ))))
× T (d)q, j,M∩(q.. j)




C(k,m) − um + uk
)
= T (d)k, j,M
(





(Lq(I),Lq( J ))T (d)q, j,M∩(q.. j)(Rq(I) ∪ 〈 j − 1〉,Rq( J )).
Similar (but simpler) argument gives the formula for ρ(2,R)j−1 (T (d)k, j,M(I, J )). 
Lemma 6.7. Let i  k < j  n andmax{k− 1, i} l < j − 1. Take an integer m′ ∈ (M∪ {k}) ∩ (−∞..l+ 1],









(Lq(Il+1 →l),Lq( J ))
× T (d)q, j,M∩(q.. j)
(Rq(I)l+1 →l,Rq( J )).




(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))= |I|{l+1}T (d)k, j,M(Il+1 →l, J )(C(m′, l + 1) + um′ − d + |I|(−∞..l])





(Lq(Il+1 →l),Lq( J ))
× T (d)q, j,M∩(q.. j)
(Rq(I)l+1 →l,Rq( J )).
Finally, we have ρ(3)j−1(T (d)k, j,M(I, J )) = T (d)k, j,M(I ∪ 〈 j − 1〉, J ).
Proof. We apply induction on |M|. In the case M = ∅, the required formulas follow immediately
from the deﬁnition. Now let M = ∅. We put m :=minM.




(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))= (|I|{l+1}T (d)k, j,M\{m}(Il+1 →l, J )(C(k, l + 1) + uk − d + |I|(−∞..l])
− ∣∣Lm(I)∣∣{l+1}S(d)k,m(Lm(I)l+1 →l,Lm( J ))T (d)m, j,M\{m}(Rm(I),Rm( J ))
× (C(k, l + 1) + uk − d + ∣∣Lm(I)∣∣(−∞..l]))/(C(k,m) − um + uk)
= |I|{l+1}(T (d)k, j,M\{m}(Il+1 →l, J )
− S(d)k,m
(Lm(Il+1 →l),Lm( J ))T (d)m, j,M\{m}(Rm(Il+1 →l),Rm( J )))
× (C(k, l + 1) + uk − d + |I|(−∞..l])/(C(k,m) − um + uk)
= |I|{l+1}T (d)k, j,M(Il+1 →l, J )
(
C(k, l + 1) + uk − d + |I|(−∞..l]
)
.




(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))= (|I|{m}T (d)k, j,M\{m}(Im →m−1, J )(C(k,m) + uk − d + |I|(−∞..m−1])
− ∣∣Rm(I)∣∣{m}S(d)k,m(Lm(I) ∪ 〈m − 1〉,Lm( J ))
× T (d)m, j,M\{m}
(Rm(I)m →m−1,Rm( J ))
× (um − d + ∣∣Rm(I)∣∣(−∞..m−1]))/(C(k,m) − um + uk)
= |I|{m}(T (d)k, j,M\{m}(Im →m−1, J )(C(k,m) + uk − d + |I|(−∞..m−1])
− S(d)k,m
(Lm(Im →m−1),Lm( J ))T (d)m, j,M\{m}(Rm(Im →m−1),Rm( J ))
× (um − d + |I|(−∞..m−1]))/(C(k,m) − um + uk)
= |I|{m}T (d)k, j,M\{m}(Im →m−1, J ) + |I|{m}
(T (d)k, j,M\{m}(Im →m−1, J )
− S(d)k,m
(Lm(Im →m−1),Lm( J ))T (d)m, j,M\{m}(Rm(Im →m−1),Rm( J )))
× (um − d + |I|(−∞..m−1])/(C(k,m) − um + uk)
= |I|{m}T (d)k, j,M\{m}(Im →m−1, J ) + |I|{m}T (d)k, j,M(Im →m−1, J )
(
um − d + |I|(−∞..m−1]
)
.
In this case, the summation is empty.




(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))= |I|{m}(T (d)k, j,M\{m}(Im →m−1, J )
− S(d)k,m
(Lm(Im →m−1),Lm( J ))T (d)m, j,M\{m}(Rm(Im →m−1),Rm( J )))
× (C(k,m) + uk − d + |I|(−∞..m−1])/(C(k,m) − um + uk)
+ |I|{m}S(d)k,m
(Lm(Im →m−1),Lm( J ))T (d)m, j,M\{m}(Rm(Im →m−1),Rm( J ))
= |I|{m}T (d)k, j,M(Im →m−1, J )
(
C(k,m) + uk − d + |I|(−∞..m−1]
)
+ |I|{m}T (d)k,m,∅
(Lm(Im →m−1),Lm( J ))T (d)m, j,M\{m}(Rm(I)m →m−1,Rm( J )).
The last summand corresponds to q =m, the only possible value of the summation parameter.




(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))=
(
|I|{l+1}T (d)k, j,M\{m}(Il+1 →l, J )
(






(Lq(Il+1 →l),Lq( J ))
× T (d)q, j,M∩(q.. j)




× ∣∣Rm(I)∣∣{l+1}T (d)m, j,M\{m}(Rm(I)l+1 →l,Rm( J ))






(Lq(Rm(I)l+1 →l),Lq(Rm( J )))
× T (d)q, j,M∩(q.. j)




C(k,m) − um + uk
)
= |I|{l+1}T (d)k, j,M\{m}(Il+1 →l, J )
+ |I|{l+1}(T (d)k, j,M\{m}(Il+1 →l, J ) − S(d)k,m(Lm(Il+1 →l),Lm( J ))
× T (d)m, j,M\{m}
(Rm(Il+1 →l),Rm( J )))




(T (d)k,q,M∩(m..q)(Lq(Il+1 →l),Lq( J ))
− S(d)k,m
(Lm(Lq(Il+1 →l)),Lm(Lq( J )))
× T (d)m,q,M∩(m..q)
(Rm(Lq(Il+1 →l)),Rm(Lq( J ))))
× T (d)q, j,M∩(q.. j)




C(k,m) − um + uk
)
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+ |I|{l+1}T (d)k, j,M(Il+1 →l, J )
(






(Lq(Il+1 →l),Lq( J ))
× T (d)q, j,M∩(q.. j)
(Rq(I)l+1 →l,Rq( J )).




(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))= |I|{l+1}(T (d)k, j,M\{m}(Il+1 →l, J )(C(k, l + 1) + uk − d + |I|(−∞..l])
− S(d)k,m
(Lm(I),Lm( J ))T (d)m, j,M\{m}(Rm(I)l+1 →l,Rm( J ))





(Lq(Il+1 →l),Lq( J ))
× T (d)q, j,M∩(q.. j)
(Rq(I)l+1 →l,Rq( J ))
= |I|{l+1}(T (d)k, j,M\{m}(Il+1 →l, J )
− S(d)k,m
(Lm(Il+1 →l),Lm( J ))T (d)m, j,M\{m}(Rm(Il+1 →l),Rm( J )))
× (C(k, l + 1) + uk − d + |I|(−∞..l])/(C(k,m) − um + uk)
+ |I|{l+1}S(d)k,m





(Lq(Il+1 →l),Lq( J ))
× T (d)q, j,M∩(q.. j)
(Rq(I)l+1 →l,Rq( J ))
= |I|{l+1}T (d)k, j,M(Il+1 →l, J )
(






(Lq(Il+1 →l),Lq( J ))
× T (d)q, j,M∩(q.. j)
(Rq(I)l+1 →l,Rq( J )).




(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))=
(
|I|{l+1}T (d)k, j,M\{m}(Il+1 →l, J )
(
C(m′, l + 1) + um′ − d + |I|(−∞..l]
)





(Lq(Il+1 →l),Lq( J ))
× T (d)q, j,M∩(q.. j)
(Rq(I)l+1 →l,Rq( J ))
]
− ∣∣Rm(I)∣∣{l+1}S(d)k,m(Lm(I),Lm( J ))
× T (d)m, j,M\{m}
(Rm(I)l+1 →l,Rm( J ))(C(m′, l + 1) + um′ − d + ∣∣Rm(I)∣∣(−∞..l])
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(Lq(Rm(I)l+1 →l),Lq(Rm( J )))
× T (d)q, j,M∩(q.. j)




C(k,m) − um + uk
)
= |I|{l+1}T (d)k, j,M(Il+1 →l, J )
(
C(m′, l + 1) + um′ − d + |I|(−∞..l]
)




(T (d)k,q,M∩(m..q)(Lq(Il+1 →l),Lq( J ))
− S(d)k,m
(Lm(Lq(Il+1 →l)),Lm(Lq( J )))
× T (d)m,q,M∩(m..q)
(Rm(Lq(Il+1 →l)),Rm(Lq( J ))))
× T (d)q, j,M∩(q.. j)




C(k,m) − um + uk
)
= |I|{l+1}T (d)k, j,M(Il+1 →l, J )
(
C(m′, l + 1) + um′ − d + |I|(−∞..l]
)





(Lq(Il+1 →l),Lq( J ))
× T (d)q, j,M∩(q.. j)
(Rq(I)l+1 →l,Rq( J )).




(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))= (T (d)k, j,M\{m}(I ∪ 〈 j − 1〉, J)− S(d)k,m(Lm(I),Lm( J ))
× T (d)m, j,M
(Rm(I) ∪ 〈 j − 1〉,Rm( J )))/(C(k,m) − um + uk)
= (T (d)k, j,M\{m}(I ∪ 〈 j − 1〉, J)− S(d)k,m(Lm(I ∪ 〈 j − 1〉),Lm( J ))
× T (d)m, j,M
(Rm(I ∪ 〈 j − 1〉),Rm( J )))/(C(k,m) − um + uk)
= T (d)k, j,M
(
I ∪ 〈 j − 1〉, J). 




l take integral polynomials to
integral. Although the answer is actually aﬃrmative, we prefer to work only with integral polynomials
of the following special form.
Deﬁnition 6.8. A polynomial of F (d)i,n of the form
T (d)m ,m ,M (I1, J0)T (d)m ,m ,M (I2, J1) · · ·T (d)m ,m ,M (Ik+1, Jk) f , (6.3)0 1 1 1 2 2 k k+1 k+1
V. Shchigolev / Journal of Algebra 321 (2009) 28–85 67where i =m0 <m1 < · · · <mk <mk+1 = n, M1 ⊂ (m0..m1), M2 ⊂ (m1..m2), . . . ,Mk+1 ⊂ (mk..mk+1),
f ∈ U0, J0 = 〈(i − 1)d〉 and conditions (M1)–(M3) hold for the sequence of multisets I1, . . . , Ik+1,
J1, . . . , Jk and the set {m1, . . . ,mk} is called a T -monomial and T (d)mk,mk+1,Mk+1 (Ik+1, Jk) is called its
tail.
Clearly, (6.3) has weight λ(d)i,n,{m1,...,mk}(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk).
Corollary 6.9. Any T -monomial is an integral polynomial. Each operator ρ(1)l , ρ(2)l , ρ(3)l takes a T -monomial
of weight λ to a sum of T -monomials of weight λ + αl .
Proof. The ﬁrst statement follows from Lemma 6.4(iii), representation given in the proof of Lem-
ma 6.4(i) and the remark of Section 6.2. The second statement follows from Lemmas 6.5–6.7
and 3.2. 
6.5. Raising coeﬃcients
Based on Lemma 4.1, we deﬁne the ring homomorphism cf : F (d)i,n → U¯0 that acts identically on U¯0
and acts on the formal operator S(d)m,m′ (I, J ) as follows
cf




| J |{t−2}! (C(m, t) + um)
d+1−|I|(−∞..t−1]
(C(m, t) + um − | J |[t..+∞)) · · · (C(m, t) + um − | J |[t−1..+∞) − qt)
×
( |I|{t−1}
|I|{t−1} − | J |{t−2} + qt
)(
d − |I|(−∞..t−1] − | J |[t−1..+∞)
qt
)
(Ht−1 − Ht)qt , (6.4)
where  = (qi+1, . . . ,qn) is a sequence of nonnegative integers.
It follows from (6.1) that no cutting operator takes the denominator of cf(S(d)m,m′ (I, J )) to zero.
Lemma 6.10. Let P be a regular polynomial of F (d)i,n and i m <m′ < n. Then we have
(σm,m′ ◦ cf ◦ σm,m′ )
(
P · (C(m,m′) − um′ + um))= (σm,m′ ◦ cf)(P · (C(m,m′) − um′ + um)).
Proof. Since σm,m′ and cf are Z-linear, it suﬃces to assume that P is a regular monomial. Let P =
Q · f /g , where f , g ∈ U0, g = 0 and conditions (F3)–(F5) hold for Q and g . If g is not divisible by
C(m,m′) − um′ + um , then σm,m′ is applicable to both P and cf(P ). Hence by virtue of the remark of
Section 6.2 it follows that both sides of the required equality equal zero.
Now consider the case where g is divisible by C(m,m′)−um′ +um and denote by g¯ their quotient.
By conditions (F4) and (F5), we obtain Q = Q 0S(d)m,m′′ (I, J ), where m′ m′′ and Q 0 is a product of
formal operators of the form S(d)
mˆ,mˆ′ ( Iˆ, Jˆ ) with [mˆ..mˆ′) ∩ [m..m′′) = ∅. Thus we get that σm,m′ acts
identically on Q 0. Moreover, if m′ = m′′ , then σm,m′ acts identically on the whole of Q and the
required equality immediately follows, using the fact that σm,m′ is an idempotent operator on U0.
Therefore, we consider the case m′ <m′′ . We have
(σm,m′ ◦ cf ◦ σm,m′ )
(
P · (C(m,m′) − um′ + um))
= (σm,m′ ◦ cf)
(
Q 0 · σm,m′ ( f )
σ ′ (g¯)
· σm,m′
(S(d)m,m′′ (I, J ))
)m,m
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(
cf(Q 0) · σm,m′ ( f )
σm,m′ (g¯)
· (cf ◦ σm,m′ )
(S(d)m,m′′ (I, J ))
)
= (σm,m′ ◦ cf)(Q 0) · σm,m′ ( f )
σm,m′ (g¯)
· (σm,m′ ◦ cf ◦ σm,m′ )
(





P · (C(m,m′) − um′ + um))
= σm,m′
(
cf(Q 0) · f
g¯
· cf
(S(d)m,m′′ (I, J ))
)
= (σm,m′ ◦ cf)(Q 0) · σm,m′ ( f )
σm,m′ (g¯)
· (σm,m′ ◦ cf)
(S(d)m,m′′ (I, J )).
It remains to prove that
(σm,m′ ◦ cf ◦ σm,m′ )






| J |{t−2}! (C(m, t) + um)
d+1−|I|(−∞..t−1]
(C(m, t) + um − | J |[t..+∞)) · · · (C(m, t) + um − | J |[t−1..+∞) − qt)
×
( |I|{t−1}
|I|{t−1} − | J |{t−2} + qt
)(









| J |{t−2}! (C(m
′, t) + um′ )d+1−|I|(−∞..t−1]
(C(m′, t) + um′ − | J |[t..+∞)) · · · (C(m′, t) + um′ − | J |[t−1..+∞) − qt)
×
( |I|{t−1}
|I|{t−1} − | J |{t−2} + qt
)(








(S(d)m,m′′ (I, J ))= Φum | J |[m..+∞) | J |{m′−2}! um′d+1−|I|
(−∞..m′−1]
(um′ − | J |[m′..+∞)) · · · (um′ − | J |[m′−1..+∞) − qm′ )
×
( |I|{m′−1}
|I|{m′−1} − | J |{m′−2} + qm′
)(
d − |I|(−∞..m′−1] − | J |[m′−1..+∞)
qm′
)





(∣∣Lm′ ( J )∣∣{t−2}! (C(m, t) + um)d+1−|L
m′ (I)|(−∞..t−1]
(C(m, t) + um − |Lm′ ( J )|[t..+∞)) · · · (C(m, t) + um − |Lm′ ( J )|[t−1..+∞) − qt)
×
( |Lm′ (I)|{t−1}
|Lm′(I)|{t−1} − |Lm′ ( J )|{t−2} + qt
)(
d − |Lm′(I)|(−∞..t−1] − |Lm′( J )|[t−1..+∞)
qt
)
× (Ht−1 − Ht)qt
) m′′∏
′
(∣∣Rm′ ( J )∣∣{t−2}!
t=m +1
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′, t) + um′ )d+1−|Rm
′
(I)|(−∞..t−1]
(C(m′, t) + um′ − |Rm′ ( J )|[t..+∞)) · · · (C(m′, t) + um′ − |Rm′ ( J )|[t−1..+∞) − qt)
×
( |Rm′ (I)|{t−1}
|Rm′ (I)|{t−1} − |Rm′ ( J )|{t−2} + qt
)(
d − |Rm′ (I)|(−∞..t−1] − |Rm′ ( J )|[t−1..+∞)
qt
)




(cf ◦ σm,m′ )
(S(d)m,m′′ (I, J ))
= cf
(S(d)m,m′(Lm′ (I),Lm′ ( J ))) · cf(S(d)m′,m′′(Rm′ (I),Rm′ ( J )))
= Φum |Lm′ ( J )|
[m..+∞)
um′
|Rm′ ( J )|[m





(C(m,m′) + um) · · · (C(m,m′) + um − |Lm′( J )|[m′−1..+∞) − qm′ )
×
( |Lm′ (I)|{m′−1}
|Lm′(I)|{m′−1} − |Lm′ ( J )|{m′−2} + qm′
)(
d − |Lm′(I)|(−∞..m′−1] − |Lm′( J )|[m′−1..+∞)
qm′
)
× (Hm′−1 − Hm′ )qm′ .
Noting that σm,m′ acts identically on Φ , we obtain
(σm,m′ ◦ cf ◦ σm,m′ )
(S(d)m,m′′ (I, J ))= Φum | J |[m..+∞)um′ | J |[m′ ..+∞)
× | J |{m′−2}! um′
d+1−|I|(−∞..m′−1]
um′ · · · (um′ − | J |[m′−1..+∞) − qm′ )
×
( |I|{m′−1}
|I|{m′−1} − | J |{m′−2} + qm′
)(
d − |I|(−∞..m′−1] − | J |[m′−1..+∞)
qm′
)
× σm,m′ (Hm′−1 − Hm′ )qm′ .
Comparing this with (6.6) gives (6.5). 
Note that applying cf to a formal operator does not always give an element of U0. However, this
is true in all cases of interest.
Lemma 6.11. If we apply cf to a formal operator of weight 0, then we obtain an element of U0 .
Proof. Let S(d)m,m′ (I, J ) be a formal operator of weight  0. For any t =m+ 1, . . . ,m′ , we have d+ 1−
|I|(−∞..t−1] > d − |I|(−∞..t−1] − | J |[t−1..+∞)  0. Therefore cf(S(d)m,m′ (I, J )) = 0 except the case where
qt  d − |I|(−∞..t−1] − | J |[t−1..+∞) for all t = m + 1, . . . ,m′ , in which the denominator divides the
numerator in each fraction of (6.4) and thus cf(S(d)m,m′ (I, J )) ∈ U0. 
Corollary 6.12. Let P ∈ F (d)i,n be an integral polynomial of weight 0. Then cf(P ) ∈ U0 .
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irreducible. By property (F4) of the deﬁnition of a regular polynomial, all formal operators occurring
in P have weights  0. Therefore, by Lemma 6.11 and property (F5), we obtain that B is a product of
polynomials of the form C(m,m′)− um′ + um , where i m <m′ < n, each occurring in degree at most
one.






C(m,m′) − um′ + um
))= (σm,m′ ◦ cf)(P ·(C(m,m′) − um′ + um))
= (σm,m′ ◦ cf ◦ σm,m′ )
(
P · (C(m,m′) − um′ + um))= 0.
Suppose that B is divisible by C(m,m′)−um′ +um , where i m <m′ < n, and denote their quotient
by B¯ . We have σm,m′ (B¯) = 0 and
0= σm,m′ (A/B¯) = σm,m′ (A)/σm,m′ (B¯).
Hence σm,m′ (A) = 0, whence by Lemma 6.1, we obtain that A is divisible by C(m,m′)− um′ + um . This
contradicts the irreducibility of A/B . Thus we have proved that B = 1. 
In the sequel, we shall use the following notation





|I|{t−1} − | J |{t−2} + qt
)(
d − |I|(−∞..t−1] − | J |[t−1..+∞)
qt
)
(Ht−1 − Ht)qt .
For k <m < j, we have
cf (d)k, j, (I, J ) = cf (d)k,m,
(Lm(I),Lm( J ))cf (d)m, j,(Rm(I),Rm( J )). (6.7)
6.6. Back to the hyperalgebra
A monomial of F (d)i,n of the form
S(d)m0,m1 (I1, J0)S(d)m1,m2 (I2, J1) · · ·S(d)mk,mk+1 (Ik+1, Jk) f /g, (6.8)
where i =m0 <m1 < · · · <mk <mk+1 = n, f , g ∈ U0, g = 0, J0 = 〈(i−1)d〉 and conditions (M1)–(M3)
hold for the sequence of multisets I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk and the set {m1, . . . ,mk} is called full (cf.
Deﬁnition 6.8). A polynomial of F (d)i,n is called full if it is a sum of full monomials. It follows from
Corollary 6.9 that any T -monomial is an integral full polynomial.
We deﬁne the function ev with values in U¯−,0 as follows. Let the value of ev on (6.8) be
S(d)i,n,{m1,...,mk}(I1, . . . , Ik+1, J1, . . . , Jk) f /g . We extend ev to an arbitrary full polynomial by linearity.
Lemma 6.13. Let P be a regular full polynomial and i m <m′ < n. Then we have
(σm,m′ ◦ ev)
(
P · (C(m,m′) − um′ + um))= (ev ◦ σm,m′ )(P · (C(m,m′) − um′ + um)).
Proof. It suﬃces to consider the case where P equals (6.8) and (F3)–(F5) hold for
Q := S(d)m0,m1 (I1, J0)S(d)m1,m2 (I2, J1) · · ·S(d)mk,mk+1 (Ik+1, Jk)
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um′ + um , then σm,m′ is applicable to both P and ev(P ). Hence both sides of the required equality
equal zero by the remark of Section 6.2.
Now suppose that g is divisible by C(m,m′)−um′ +um . Condition (F5) then yields that there exists
some r = 0, . . . ,k such that m =mr and m′ mr+1. Now it remains to apply Lemma 6.2. 
Corollary 6.14. Let P be an integral full polynomial. Then ev(P ) ∈ U−,0 .
Proof. This result can be proved similarly to Corollary 6.12. Indeed, consider a representation ev(P ) =
A · B−1, where A ∈ U−,0, B ∈ U0, B = 0 and B has minimal possible degree. Since applying ev to a
full monomial being a product of formal operators gives an element of U−,0, condition (F5) of the
deﬁnition of a regular polynomial yields that B is a product of polynomials of the form C(m,m′) −
um′ + um , where i m <m′ < n, each occurring in degree at most one.
Suppose that B is divisible by some polynomial C(m,m′) − um′ + um , where i m <m′ < n. Let B¯
denote their quotient. Lemma 6.13 yields
0= (ev ◦ σm,m′ )
(
P · (C(m,m′) − um′ + um))
= σm,m′
(
ev(P ) · (C(m,m′) − um′ + um))
= σm,m′ (A · B¯−1) = σm,m′ (A) · σm,m′ (B¯)−1.
Hence σm,m′(A) = 0, whence by Lemma 6.1, we obtain A = A′(C(m,m′) − um′ + um) for some
A′ ∈ U−,0. This fact contradicts the minimality of degree of B . Therefore B = 1. 




∣∣  a sequence of nonnegative integers of length n− i}.
Since P is full, only ﬁnitely many cf(P ) are nonzero.
Lemma 6.15. Let P be a full polynomial of weight −a1α1 − · · · − an−1αn−1 , where a1, . . . ,an−1  0. Then





Proof. The result follows directly from Lemma 4.1. 
We put ρl := ρ(1)l + ρ(2)l + ρ(3)l . The next lemma explains the role of this operator.
Lemma 6.16. Let P be a full polynomial and i  l < n. Then we have










To prove Lemmas 6.15 and 6.16, it is useful to notice that ev is linear in the following sense:
ev(P + P ′) = ev(P ) + ev(P ′) and ev(Px) = ev(P )x, where P and P ′ are full polynomials and x ∈ U¯0.
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= ∅
and denote m :=minM. Then we have
ev
(T (d)i,n,M(I, J0))= (ev(T (d)i,n,M\{m}(I, J0))− σi,m(ev(T (d)i,n,M\{m}(I, J0))))(C(i,m) − um)−1.
Proof. Applying Lemma 6.13 with P = T (d)i,n,M(I, J0), Deﬁnition 6.3 and Lemma 6.4(iii), we obtain
(σi,m ◦ ev)
(T (d)i,n,M\{m}(I, J0) − S(d)i,m(Lm(I), J0)T (d)m,n,M\{m}(Rm(I),∅))= 0.
Thus Lemma 6.2 (the second case) implies
ev
(S(d)i,m(Lm(I), J0)T (d)m,n,M\{m}(Rm(I),∅))= (σi,m ◦ ev)(T (d)i,n,M\{m}(I, J0)).
Now it suﬃces to apply ev to T (d)i,n,M(I, J0), use Deﬁnition 6.3 and the remark on linearity preceding
this lemma. 
6.7. Polynomials cf(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))
Throughout this section, we ﬁx a sequence  = (qi+1, . . . ,qn) of nonnegative integers. For any
integers k and j such that i − 1 k < j  n and a multiset J with integer entries, we put
Δk, j( J ) :=
{
(t,h) ∈ Z2 ∣∣ k < t  j & | J |[t..+∞)  h | J |[t−1..+∞) + qt},








(Rk(I))= Σ(d)k, j (I), Δk, j(Rk( J ))= Δk, j( J ). (6.9)
Proposition 6.18. Let 1  m1 < · · · < ml  N be integers and f1, . . . , fl be polynomials of Z[x1, . . . , xN ]
having the form fs = xms − gs, where gs is an integral linear combination of the unit and of the variables xt
for t >ms. Let I be the ideal of Z[x1, . . . , xN ] generated by f1, . . . , fl . Then
(i) I is a prime ideal;
(ii) an integral linear combination of the unit and the variables xt belongs to I if and only if it is an integral
linear combination of f1, . . . , fl .
Proof. Applying nondegenerate linear transformations, we can without loss of generality assume that
the polynomials g1, . . . , gl do not depend on the variables xm1 , . . . , xml .
Let ϕ be the ring endomorphism of Z[x1, . . . , xN ] that takes xms to gs for any s = 1, . . . , l and acts
on the remaining variables identically. We claim I = kerϕ . Indeed ϕ( f s) = ϕ(xms ) − gs = 0. Hence
ϕ(I) = 0 and I ⊂ kerϕ . Now suppose on the contrary that ϕ( f ) = 0 for some f ∈ Z[x1, . . . , xN ].
Consider an arbitrary monomial v of f represented in the form
v = xa1m1 · · · xalml · u,
where u is a product of powers of the variables xt with t ∈ {1, . . . ,N} \ {m1, . . . ,ml} and an integer.
We have ϕ(v) = ga11 · · · gall · u. Considering the representation
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and applying to the ﬁrst l factors the binomial theorem, we get v ≡ ϕ(v) mod I . This extends to
f ≡ ϕ( f ) = 0 mod I . Hence f ∈ I as required.
(i) Let f g ∈ I . Then we have 0 = ϕ( f g) = ϕ( f )ϕ(g). Hence ϕ( f ) = 0 or ϕ(g) = 0, since
Z[x1, . . . , xN ] does not contain zero divisors. Therefore f ∈ I or g ∈ I .
(ii) Let f ∈ I be an integral linear combination of the unit and the variables xt . We write it as
f = b1xm1 + · · · + blxml − w, (6.10)
where w is an integral linear combination of the unit and the variables xt with t ∈ {1, . . . ,N} \
{m1, . . . ,ml}. We have
0= ϕ( f ) = b1g1 + · · · + bl gl − w.
Hence w = b1g1 + · · · + bl gl . Substituting this back to (6.10), we obtain
f = b1(xm1 − g1) + · · · + bl(xml − gl) = b1 f1 + · · · + bl fl. 
Lemma 6.19. Let k, j, I, J and M be as in Deﬁnition 6.3. Suppose that Δk, j( J ) ⊂ Σ(d)k, j (I) and there is an
injection ι : M → Σ(d)k, j (I)\Δk, j( J ) such that ι1(t) t for any t ∈ M and ι1(t) = t implies ι2(t) < | J |[t..+∞) ,
where ι(t) = (ι1(t), ι2(t)). Then modulo the ideal I of U0 generated by C(t, ι1(t))+ ut − ι2(t) for t ∈ M, we
have
cf
(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))≡ uk | J |[k..+∞)cf (d)k, j, (I, J )∏{C(k, t) + uk − h ∣∣ (t,h) ∈ (Σ(d)k, j (I) \ Δk, j( J )) \ Im ι}.
Proof. Notice that I has the form described in Proposition 6.18. To see this, one can put x1 := ui+1,
. . . , xn−1−i := un−1, xn−i := H1, . . . , x2n−i−1 := Hn and take m1 := 1, . . . ,mn−1−i := n − 1 − i (l = n −
1− i, N = 2n− i − 1).
We note that the condition Δk, j( J ) ⊂ Σ(d)k, j (I) is equivalent to qt  d−|I|(−∞..t−1] − | J |[t−1..+∞) for
any t = k+ 1, . . . , j. Thus T (d)k, j,M(I, J ) is an integral element of weight  0, whence by Corollary 6.12,
we get cf(T (d)k, j,M(I, J )) ∈ U0. Therefore, both sides of the equivalence we must prove belong to U0.
We apply induction on |M|. In the case M = ∅, the result follows from (6.4). Now suppose that
M = ∅. We put m := minM and ε := C(k,m) − um + uk . We shall use the equality C(k, t) + uk =
ε + C(m, t) + um . Consider the restriction ψ := ι|M\{m} . It follows from (6.9) that ψ is an injection
from M \ {m} to Σ(d)m, j(Rm(I)) \ Δm, j(Rm( J )).
Applying the inductive hypothesis and (6.7), we obtain modulo I the equivalences
ε · cf
(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))= cf(T (d)k, j,M\{m}(I, J ))
− cf
(S(d)k,m(Lm(I),Lm( J )))cf(T (d)m, j,M\{m}(Rm(I),Rm( J )))
≡ uk | J |[k..+∞)cf (d)k, j, (I, J )
∏{
C(k, t) + uk − h
∣∣ (t,h) ∈ (Σ(d)k, j (I) \ Δk, j( J )) \ Imψ}




C(k, t) + uk − h
∣∣ (t,h) ∈ Σ(d)k,m(Lm(I)) \ Δk,m(Lm( J ))}




C(m, t) + um − h
∣∣ (t,h) ∈ (Σ(d)m, j(Rm(I)) \ Δm, j(Rm( J ))) \ Imψ}
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×
∏{
C(k, t) + uk − h
∣∣ (t,h) ∈ Σ(d)k,m(Lm(I)) \ Δk,m(Lm( J ))}
×
[
(ε + um)| J |[m..+∞)
×
∏{
ε + C(m, t) + um − h
∣∣ (t,h) ∈ (Σ(d)m, j(I) \ Δm, j( J )) \ Imψ}
− um | J |[m..+∞)
∏{
C(m, t) + um − h
∣∣ (t,h) ∈ (Σ(d)m, j(I) \ Δm, j( J )) \ Imψ}
]
.
Let X denote the polynomial in the square brackets.
Case 1: ι1(m) >m. We have ι(m) ∈ (Σ(d)m, j(I) \ Δm, j( J )) \ Imψ , whence
X = ε(ε + um)| J |[m..+∞)
∏{
ε + C(m, t) + um − h
∣∣ (t,h) ∈ (Σ(d)m, j(I) \ Δm, j( J )) \ Im ι}
+ (C(m, ι1(m))+ um − ι2(m))Y .
In this sum, the last summand belongs to I and
Y = (ε + um)| J |[m..+∞)
∏{
ε + C(m, t) + um − h
∣∣ (t,h) ∈ (Σ(d)m, j(I) \ Δm, j( J )) \ Im ι}
− um | J |[m..+∞)
∏{
C(m, t) + um − h
∣∣ (t,h) ∈ (Σ(d)m, j(I) \ Δm, j( J )) \ Im ι}.




(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))− u| J |[k..+∞)k cf (d)k, j, (I, J )
×
∏{
C(k, t) + uk − h
∣∣ (t,h) ∈ (Σ(d)k, j (I) \ Δk, j( J )) \ Im ι}
)
∈ I. (6.11)
Since ε depends on Hk and no polynomial C(t, ι1(t)) + ut − ι2(t), where t ∈ M, does, we obtain
by Proposition 6.18(ii) that ε /∈ I . Applying Proposition 6.18(i), we obtain the required equivalence.
Case 2: ι1(m) =m. By hypothesis, ι2(m) < | J |[m..+∞) . Therefore
X = ε
∏{
ε + um − h
∣∣ h ∈ [0..| J |[m..+∞)) \ {ι2(m)}}
×
∏{
ε + C(m, t) + um − h
∣∣ (t,h) ∈ (Σ(d)m, j(I) \ Δm, j( J )) \ Imψ}
+ (um − ι2(m))Y .
In this sum, the last summand belongs to I and
Y =
∏{
ε + um − h
∣∣ h ∈ [0..| J |[m..+∞)) \ {ι2(m)}}
×
∏{
ε + C(m, t) + um − h




∣∣ h ∈ [0..| J |[m..+∞)) \ {ι2(m)}}
×
∏{
C(m, t) + um − h
∣∣ (t,h) ∈ (Σ(d)m, j(I) \ Δm, j( J )) \ Imψ}.
Hence (6.11) follows similarly to case 1 and the argument of that case completes the proof. 
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 0. Then cf(T (d)k, j,M(I, J )) is divisible by cf (d)k, j, (I, J ) in U0 .
Proof. Throughout this proof, we should keep in mind Corollary 6.12.
We apply induction on |M|. Consider the case M = ∅. If qt  d−|I|(−∞..t−1] − | J |[t−1..+∞) for any
t = k+1, . . . , j, then the denominator divides the numerator in each fraction of (6.4), where m = k and
m′ = j, and the result follows. On the other hand, if this condition is violated, then cf(T (d)k, j,M(I, J )) =
cf (d)k, j, (I, J ) = 0.
Now suppose that M = ∅ and let m :=minM. We have
cf
(T (d)k, j,M(I, J ))(C(k,m) − um + uk)
= cf
(T (d)k, j,M\{m}(I, J ))− cf(S(d)k,m(Lm(I),Lm( J )))cf(T (d)m, j,M\{m}(Rm(I),Rm( J ))). (6.12)
By the inductive hypothesis, cf(S(d)k,m(Lm(I),Lm( J ))) is divisible by cf (d)k,m, (Lm(I),Lm( J )) and
cf(T (d)m, j,M\{m}(Rm(I),Rm( J ))) is divisible by cf (d)m, j, (Rm(I),Rm( J )). Hence their product is divisible
by cf (d)k,m, (Lm(I),Lm( J ))cf (d)m, j, (Rm(I),Rm( J )), which by (6.7) equals cf (d)k, j, (I, J ). By the inductive
hypothesis the last polynomial also divides cf(T (d)k, j,M\{m}(I, J )). Therefore the left-hand side of (6.12)
is divisible by cf (d)k, j, (I, J ). Since C(k,m)− um + uk is not a prime factor of cf (d)k, j, (I, J ), we obtain that
cf(T (d)k, j,M(I, J )) is divisible by cf (d)k, j, (I, J ) as required. 
Remark. Suppose that T (d)k, j,M(I, J ) has weight  0. Then cf (d)k, j, (I, J ) = 0 unless qt  d−|I|(−∞..t−1] −
| J |[t−1..+∞) and | J |{t−2} − |I|{t−1}  qt  | J |{t−2} for any t = k + 1, . . . , j. In particular, cf (d)k, j, (I, J ) = 0
unless Δk, j( J ) ⊂ Σ(d)k, j (I), |I| d and | J | d.
7. Proof of the main result
7.1. Operators T (d)i,n,M(I)
In this section, we ﬁx an algebraically closed ﬁeld K of characteristic p > 0 and denote by m¯ the
sum 1K + · · · + 1K with m summands. Using the notation introduced in Section 2.5, we have mτ = m¯
for any homomorphism τ : Z[ui+1, . . . ,un−1] → K .
We suppose that d < p. Any rational GLn(K )-module V can be considered as a UK (n)-module
(see [J, I.7.11]), since UK (n) is naturally isomorphic to the algebra of distributions Dist(GLn(K ))
(see [J, II.1.12]).
In particular, in the sense of Section 1, a vector v ∈ V has weight λ ∈ Zn iff (Hsr )v = (λsr )v for any
s = 1, . . . ,n and r ∈ Z; a vector v ∈ V is a GLn(K )-high weight vector (GLn−1(K )-high weight vector)
iff E(r)s v = 0 for any r > 0 and s = 1, . . . ,n− 1 (respectively s = 1, . . . ,n− 2).
Throughout this section we use the notation J0 := 〈(i − 1)d〉.
For a subset M ⊂ (i..n)× Z having at most one point in each column and a multiset I of length no




(T (d)i,n,π1(M)(I, J0))τ ,
where τ is any ring homomorphism from Z[ui+1, . . . ,un−1] to K such that
τ (ut) = h¯ if (t,h) ∈ M. (7.1)
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(d)
i,n,M(I)
does not depend on the choice of particular τ satisfying (7.1).
7.2. Subspace Vλ
For any λ ∈ X+(n), we consider the subspace Vλ of Ln(λ) spanned by all vectors ev(u)τ v+λ ,
where u is a T -monomial of weight  0, which we write as (6.3), such that for some subset M
of Ω(d)mk−1,n(Ik+1) having at most one point in each column there hold
(a) π1(M) = {mk} ∪ Mk+1;
(b) distλ(x, y) ≡ 0 (mod p) for any x, y ∈ M;
(c) τ (ut) = h¯ if (t,h) ∈ M;
(d) there exists a strictly increasing injection ϕ : M → Σ(d)mk,n(Ik+1) such that distλ(x,ϕ(x)) ≡
0 (mod p) for any x ∈ M .
We claim the following properties of the vector ev(u)τ v+λ just mentioned:
(i) E (a1)1 · · ·E (an−1)n−1 ev(u)τ v+λ = 0, where u (and, therefore, ev(u)τ ) has weight −a1α1−· · ·−an−1αn−1;
(ii) E (r)l ev(u)τ v+λ ∈ Vλ for any l = 1, . . . ,n− 2 and r > 0.
To prove (i), we note that by Corollaries 6.9 and 6.14, we have ev(u) ∈ U−,0. Corollary 6.12 im-
plies that cf(u) ∈ U0. Hence it follows from Lemmas 6.15 and 2.3 that an−1! · E(a1)1 · · · E(an−1)n−1 ev(u) ≡
cf(u) (mod I+). Therefore, since (I+)τ v+λ = 0, we obtain
an−1! · E (a1)1 · · ·E (an−1)n−1 ev(u)τ v+λ =
(
an−1! · E(a1)1 · · · E(an−1)n−1 ev(u)
)τ
v+λ = cf(u)τ v+λ . (7.2)
We are going to prove that cf(u)τ v+λ = 0, from which property (i) will follow, since an−1  d < p.
Choose any sequence  = (qi+1, . . . ,qn) of nonnegative integers. Each factor in product (6.3) is an
integral polynomial of weight  0. Thus if we apply cf to any of these factors, then by Corollary 6.12
we shall get an element of U0. Hence it remains to prove that
cf
(T (d)mk,n,Mk+1 (Ik+1, Jk))τ v+λ = 0 (7.3)
(recall that cf is a ring homomorphism).
By Lemma 6.20 and the remark following it, (7.3) is satisﬁed unless
qt  d − |Ik+1|(−∞..t−1] − | Jk|[t−1..+∞),
| Jk|{t−2} − |Ik+1|{t−1}  qt  | Jk|{t−2} (7.4)
for any t =mk +1, . . . ,n. Now assume that inequalities (7.4) hold. Therefore, Δmk,n( Jk) ⊂ Σ(d)mk,n(Ik+1),|Ik+1| d and | Jk| d.
We shall use, the theory developed in Section 5.4, for a = mk , b = n and S = Δmk−1,n( Jk). The
conditions imposed on S in Section 5.4 follow directly from (7.4). Let X := M ∪ Imϕ . Note that any
point of X not belonging to column mk belongs to Σ
(d)
mk,n(Ik+1) and that distλ(x, y) ≡ 0 (mod p) for
any x, y ∈ X . The last assertion follows from properties (b) and (d).
If X ∩ S contains two points comparable with respect to <˙, then by Lemma 5.6 we have (λt −
λt+1)qt+1 ≡ 0 (mod p) for some t =mk, . . . ,n − 1. Therefore (cf (d)mk,n, (Ik+1, Jk))τ v+λ = 0, whence (7.3)
follows by Lemma 6.20.
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can apply Lemma 5.5 and obtain an injection ϕS : M → X \ S satisfying conditions described in that
lemma. One can easily observe the following property of this injection:
(d′) distλ(x,ϕS(x)) ≡ 0 (mod p) for any x ∈ M .
We put ι(t) := ϕS ((t,h)) for any t ∈ Mk+1, where (t,h) ∈ M , and apply Lemma 6.19 for this injec-





)+ ut − ι2(t))τ v+λ = distλ((t,h),ϕS ((t,h)))v+λ = 0
by property (d′). Here and in what follows ι(t) = (ι1(t), ι2(t)). This implies Iτ v+λ = 0, where I is the
ideal of U0 generated by all C(t, ι1(t)) + ut − ι2(t) for t ∈ Mk+1. Thus Lemma 6.19 implies
cf
(T (d)mk,n,Mk+1 (Ik+1, Jk))τ v+λ = h¯| Jk |[mk ..+∞)cf (d)mk,n, (Ik+1, Jk)τ ∏{t¯ − m¯k + λ¯mk − λ¯t + h¯ − h¯ ∣∣
(t,h) ∈ (Σ(d)mk,n(Ik+1) \ Δmk,n( Jk)) \ Im ι}v+λ , (7.5)
where (mk,h) ∈ M . Since 0 h < p, property (c) implies h = 0 if mk = i.
We put (q1,q2) := ϕS ((mk,h)). First consider the case (mk,h) <˙ (q1,q2). In that case (q1,q2) is
a point of X not belonging to column mk , which implies (q1,q2) ∈ Σ(d)mk,n(Ik+1). On the other hand,
(q1,q2) /∈ S , whence (q1,q2) /∈ Δmk,n( Jk). Since ϕS is an injection, we have (q1,q2) /∈ Im ι = ϕS (M \
{(mk,h)}). We have proved that (q1,q2)∈(Σ(d)mk,n(Ik+1) \ Δmk,n( Jk)) \ Im ι. To prove (7.3) it remains to
notice that




by property (d′) and substitute this to (7.5).
By Lemma 5.5, it remains to consider the case where (mk,h) = (q1,q2) and this point lies below S ,
that is h < | Jk|[mk ..+∞) . Hence h| Jk |[mk ..+∞) = 0. Substituting this back to (7.5), we get (7.3).
Now let us prove property (ii). We can obviously restrict ourselves to the case i  l. Since al  d < p
and E (r)l ev(u)τ v+λ = 0 if r > al , it suﬃces to consider the case r = 1. By Corollaries 6.14 and 6.9,
we get ev(u), (ev ◦ ρl)(u) ∈ U−,0. Therefore, it follows from Lemmas 6.16 and 2.3 that El ev(u) ≡
(ev ◦ ρl)(u) (mod I+). Since (I+)τ v+λ = 0, we obtain




v+λ = (ev ◦ ρl)(u)τ v+λ . (7.6)
Now let us take c = 1,2,3 and use Lemma 6.5, Lemma 6.6 or Lemma 6.7 respectively to represent
ρ
(c)
l (u) as a linear combination T -monomials. Let w be any of the T -monomials occurring in this
linear combination. We must prove that ev(w)τ v+λ ∈ Vλ . For this, we clearly can assume that w has
weight  0, since otherwise ev(w) = 0.
If l <mk − 1 then the tail of w is the same as tail of u (see the remark of Section 6.3) and thus
satisﬁes conditions (a)–(d). Thus we shall consider the case mk − 1  l and see for what sets and
injections the tail of w satisﬁes conditions (a)–(d).
Case I: c = 1. By Lemma 6.5, we obtain that the tail of w is either T (d)mk,n,Mk+1 (Ik+1, ( Jk)l−1 →l) if
mk  l or T (d)mk,n,Mk+1(Ik+1, Jk ∪ 〈mk − 1〉) if l =mk − 1. In both cases, conditions (a)–(d) are satisﬁed
for the same set and injection.
Case II: c = 2. By Lemma 6.6, we obtain that the tail of w is either T (d)l+1,n,Mk+1∩(l+1..n)(Rl+1(Ik+1),
Rl+1( Jk) ∪ 〈l〉) if l + 1 ∈ Mk+1 or T (d)m ,n,M (Ik+1, Jk ∪ 〈mk − 1〉) if l =mk − 1.k k+1
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tion ϕ′ obtained by restricting ϕ to this set. Note that M ∩ ([l + 1..n) × Z) is a subset of Ω(d)l,n (Ik+1) =
Ω
(d)
l,n (Rl+1(Ik+1)) and Imϕ′ is a subset of Σ(d)l+1,n(Ik+1) = Σ(d)l+1,n(Rl+1(Ik+1)) as required.
In the second case, conditions (a)–(d) are satisﬁed for the same set and injection.
Case III: c = 3 and Imϕ ⊂ Σ(d)mk,n((Ik+1)l+1 →l). Since Imϕ is a subset of Σ(d)mk−1,n((Ik+1)l+1 →l) and
ϕ is strictly increasing, M is a subset of the interior (see Section 5) of Σ(d)mk−1,n((Ik+1)l+1 →l). That is
M⊂Ω(d)mk−1,n((Ik+1)l+1 →l).
Applying Lemma 6.7 for m′ =mk , we obtain that the tail of w is either T (d)mk,n,Mk+1 ((Ik+1)l+1 →l, Jk)
or T (d)q,n,Mk+1∩(q..n)(Rq(Ik+1)l+1 →l,Rq( Jk)), where q ∈ (mk..l + 1] ∩ Mk+1.
In the ﬁrst case, conditions (a)–(d) are satisﬁed for the same set and injection. In the second case,
conditions (a)–(d) are satisﬁed for the set M ∩ ([q..n) × Z) and the injection ϕ′ obtained by restrict-
ing ϕ to this set. Note that M∩([q..n)×Z) is a subset of Ω(d)q−1,n((Ik+1)l+1 →l) = Ω(d)q−1,n(Rq(Ik+1)l+1 →l)
and Imϕ′ is a subset of Σ(d)q,n((Ik+1)l+1 →l) = Σ(d)q,n(Rq(Ik+1)l+1 →l) as required.
Case IV: c = 3 and Imϕ ⊂ Σ(d)mk,n((Ik+1)l+1 →l). Since Σ(d)mk,n((Ik+1)l+1 →l) = Σ(d)mk,n(Ik+1) \ {(l + 1,d −
|Ik+1|(−∞..l])}, we have (l + 1,d − |Ik+1|(−∞..l]) ∈ Imϕ . Therefore (l + 1,d − |Ik+1|(−∞..l]) = ϕ((m′,h′))
for some point (m′,h′) ∈ M . Consider the set Mˆ := M \ {(m′,h′)} and the injection ϕˆ := ϕ|Mˆ . We have
Im ϕˆ ⊂ Σ(d)mk,n((Ik+1)l+1 →l) and hence Mˆ ⊂ Ωmk−1,n((Ik+1)l+1 →l), since ϕˆ is strictly increasing.
Applying property (c), we get
(
C(m′, l + 1) + um′ − d + |I|(−∞..l]
)τ = distλ((m′,h′),ϕ((m′,h′)))= 0
by property (d). Therefore, applying Lemma 6.7 (with origin at m′), we can assume that the tail of w
is either T (d)mk,n,Mk+1\{m′}((Ik+1)l+1 →l, Jk) if mk <m′ or T
(d)
q,n,Mk+1∩(q..n)(Rq(Ik+1)l+1 →l,Rq( Jk)), where
q ∈ (m′..l + 1] ∩Mk+1.
In the ﬁrst case, conditions (a)–(d) are satisﬁed for the set Mˆ and the injection ϕˆ . In the second
case, conditions (a)–(d) are satisﬁed for the set Mˆ ∩ ([q..n)×Z) and the injection obtained by restrict-
ing ϕˆ to this set. One can see this similarly to case III considering Mˆ instead of M and ϕˆ instead of ϕ .
Note that Mˆ ∩ ([q..n) × Z) = M ∩ ([q..n) × Z), whence condition (a) follows.
After considering all possible cases, we have prove that ev(w)τ v+λ ∈ Vλ . This implies property (ii).
Also notice that Vλ is homogeneous, that is the sum of its weight spaces.
Lemma 7.1. Vλ = 0.
Proof. Suppose that Vλ is nonzero. Let v be a nonzero element of Vλ of maximal weight. We can
obviously assume that v = ev(u)τ v+λ for some T -monomial u satisfying conditions (a)–(d).
Property (ii) implies then that v is a GLn−1(K )-high weight vector. The irreducible module Ln(λ)
can be realized as the socle of the module ∇n(λ) contravariantly dual to the Weyl module with
highest weight λ. By [BKS, Corollary 3.3], we have v = c · fμ,λ for some μ ∈ X+(n − 1) and c ∈ K .
Applying [BKS, Lemma 2.6(ii)] and property (i), we get
cfλ = E (a1)1 · · ·E (an−1)n−1 ev(u)τ v+λ = 0,
where u has weight −a1α1 − · · · − an−1αn−1. Hence c = 0 and v = 0 contrary to assumption. 
Remark. In this proof, we used the vectors fμ,λ and fλ introduced in [BKS, Section 2], where only
the polynomial case (that is λ1  · · · λn  0) was considered. However, one can pass to the general
case, multiplying ∇n(λ) by a power of the determinant representation.
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We are going to apply Lemma 5.4 to the parameters a := i + 1, b := n, c := 0, d := d and X :=
X λd (i,n). Then under the notation of Lemma 5.4, we have Y := Yλd(i,n) and Cλ(i,n) × {0} ⊂ X ∩ R0.
Therefore, condition (ii) of Lemma 5.4 is satisﬁed, whence there exists a strictly decreasing injection
ψ : Y → X . We put M := Imψ and denote by ϕ the injection from M to Y inverting ψ .
We claim that T (d)i,n,M(∅)v+λ is a nonzero GLn−1(K )-high weight vector of Ln(λ). Consider the T -
monomial u = T (d)i,n,π1(M)(∅, J0) and any homomorphism τ satisfying (7.1).
Take any l = i, . . . ,n− 2. Clearly, (7.6) holds in the present case. Lemmas 6.5–6.7 imply that either
ρl(u) = 0 or
ρl(u) = ρ(2)l (u) = −T (d)i,l+1,π1(M)∩(i..l+1)
(〈l〉, J0)T (d)l+1,n,π1(M)∩(l+1..n)(∅, 〈l〉),
where l + 1 ∈ π1(M). Note that ρl(u) has weight  0, since d > 0. The tail of ρl(u) satisﬁes condi-
tions (a)–(d) for the set M ∩ ([l + 1..n) × Z) and the injection ϕ′ obtained by restricting ϕ to this
set. Note that M ⊂ (i..n) × [0..d), whence M ∩ ([l + 1..n) × Z) ⊂ (l..n) × [0..d) = Ω(d)l,n (∅). Moreover,
Imϕ′ ⊂ (l+1..n]× (0..d] ⊂ Σ(d)l+1,n(∅) and distλ(x, y) ≡ 0 (mod p) for any x, y ∈ X . Thus applying (7.6),
we obtain
ElT (d)i,n,M(∅)v+λ = (ev ◦ ρl)(u)τ v+λ ∈ Vλ.
By Lemma 7.1, we have ElT (d)i,n,M(∅)v+λ = 0. Since d < p, we have E (r)l T (d)i,n,M(∅)v+λ = 0 for any r > 0 and
l = 1, . . . ,n− 2.
In the present case, (7.2) holds and takes the form
d! · E (d)i · · ·E (d)n−1T (d)i,n,M(∅)v+λ = cf(u)τ v+λ = cf(u)τ v+λ , (7.7)
where  = (d,0n−i−1) by virtue of (7.4), where Ik+1 = ∅ and Jk = 〈(i − 1)d〉. We put ι(t) := ϕ((t,h))
for any (t,h) ∈ M and apply Lemma 6.19 for this injection. Note that Σ(d)i,n (∅) = (i..n] × [0..d] and
Δi,n( J0) = ({i + 1} × [0..d]) ∪ ((i + 1..n] × {0}). Therefore, Im ι = Y ⊂ (i + 1..n] × (0..d] = Σ(d)i,n (∅) \
Δi,n( J0) as the hypothesis of Lemma 6.19 requires. Again, we have (7.5), which in the present case
takes the form
cf(u)
τ v+λ = d¯!(λ¯i − λ¯i+1)d
∏{
t¯ − ı¯ + λ¯i − λ¯t − h¯






) ∣∣ x ∈ (i..n] × (0..d] \ Y }v+λ = 0
by the deﬁnition of Y . Hence T (d)i,n,M(∅)v+λ = 0 by (7.7).
7.4. Some basis coeﬃcients










This element has weight λ(d)i,n,∅(I, J0).
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C(i, t) − h ∣∣ (t,h) ∈ Ω(d)i,n (I) \ M}.
Proof. Induction on |M|. For M = ∅, the result follows from (3.5).
Now suppose M = ∅. Let x = (m,h) be the element of M with smallest ﬁrst coordinate. By the







C(i, t) − h ∣∣ (t,h) ∈ Ω(d)i,n (I) \ (M \ {x})}. (7.8)
Since I is stable under σi,m , it follows from this equivalence that the F (d)i,n,I -coeﬃcient of

















C(m, t) − h ∣∣ (t,h) ∈ Ω(d)m,n(I) \ (M \ {x})},
which belongs to I . More exactly, umd−|I|(−∞..m] ∈ I , since 0 h < d−|I|(−∞..m] . Hence by Lemma 6.17,
the F (d)i,n,I -coeﬃcient of ev(T (d)i,n,π1(M)(I, J0))(C(i,m) − um) is equivalent modulo I to (7.8), which in







C(i, t) − h ∣∣ (t,h) ∈ Ω(d)i,n (I) \ M}(C(i,m) − um).
From Proposition 6.18(ii), it follows that C(i,m)−um /∈ I . Now the required result follows from Propo-
sition 6.18(i). 
Proposition 7.3. Let N ∈ UT(n) and 1 j < n. Then we have
F j,n F
(N) = (N j,n + 1)F (N+e j,n) +
j−1∑
k=1
(Nk,n + 1)F (N−ek, j+ek,n).
Let Vi denote the Z′-submodule of U− spanned by all F (N) , where N belongs to UT0(n) and
has 0 in all rows except row i and Wi denote the Z′-submodule of U− spanned by all other F (N) . We
have U− = Vi ⊕ Wi . We denote by proj the projection of U− to the ﬁrst summand.
Remark. Proposition 7.3 implies that Wi is closed under right multiplication by F j,n .







)= (d − |I| + 1)F (d)i,n,I\〈 j〉.
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row i, we can assume that the summation parameter k in Proposition 7.3 takes the only value i.
Consider the case j = i. Then only the ﬁrst summand remains, whence proj(F j,n F (d)) = (Ni,n +
1)F (N+ei,n) . Now consider the case j > i. Then only the second summand contributes to V i and we
obtain proj(F j,n F (d)) = (Ni,n + 1)F (N−ei, j+ei,n) . 










which may be viewed as a complimentary element for F (d)i,n,I
Corollary 7.5. Let p be a prime greater than d and I be a multiset with entries in [i..n) of length no greater




i,n,I is an integer not divisible by p.
Lemma 7.6. F (d)i,n,I is the only element F
(N) , where N ∈ UT0(n), of given weight belonging to V i .
Proof. The sums of elements in columns i+1, . . . ,n can be expressed via the weight of F (d)i,n,I by (2.1)
and (3.3). However, each of this columns has 0 everywhere but in row i. 
We denote by F (d)i,n,I and Fˆ
(d)




i,n,I in UK (n), respectively.
7.5. “Only if-part” of Theorem 1.1
Without loss of generality we may suppose that λ1  · · ·  λn  0. We need this stipulation to
apply the theory developed in [BKS].
We apply induction on n− i. Suppose ﬁrst that n− i = 1. Then F (d)n−1,nv+λ = 0. Hence






Since d < p, it follows from the above formula that λn−1 −λn −q ≡ 0 (mod p) for any q = 0, . . . ,d−1.
Hence Yλd(i,n) = ∅, as required.
Now suppose that n− i > 1. Then there exists some F ∈ U−K (n) of weight −dα(i,n) such that F v+λ
is a nonzero GLn−1(K )-high weight vector. Recall that Ln(λ) can be realized as the socle of the module
∇n(λ). Therefore E(d)i · · ·E(d)n−1F v+λ = 0 by [BKS, Lemma 2.6(ii)]. In particular, E(d)n−1F v+λ = 0. Using the
commutator formulas for UK (n), we obtain E
(d)
n−1F = F ′H + E , where F ′ is an element of U−K (n − 1)
having weight −dα(i,n − 1), H ∈ U0K (n) and E belongs to the left ideal of UK (n) generated by the
elements E(r)n−1 for r = 1, . . . ,d. Hence F ′Hv+λ = E(d)n−1F v+λ = 0. We have Hv+λ = c · v+λ for some c ∈ K .




′v+λ = c−1E(r)s F ′Hv+λ = c−1E(r)s E(d)n−1F v+λ = c−1E(d)n−1E(r)s F v+λ = 0.
We have proved that F ′v+λ is a nonzero GLn−2(K )-high weight vector of weight λ − dα(i,n − 1)
belonging to the module U−K (n − 1)v+λ , which is isomorphic to Ln−1(λ1, . . . , λn−1) by [Sm] (this can
be seen directly).
Applying the inductive hypothesis, we obtain that for each subset Δ of Yλd(i,n − 1) whose points
are incomparable with respect to <˙, there exists a strictly decreasing injection from Δ to Cλ(i,n−1)×
82 V. Shchigolev / Journal of Algebra 321 (2009) 28–85{0}. Applying Lemma 5.4 similarly to how we did it in Section 7.3, we obtain that there exists a strictly
decreasing injection ψ : Yλd(i,n−1) → X λd (i,n−1). We endow the set X λd (i,n−1) with the nonstrict
partial order  as in Lemma 5.4. That is x  y if and only if there are elements z0, . . . , zm , where
m  0, of X λd (i,n − 1) such that y = z0, x = zm and zs = ψ(zs−1) for any s = 1, . . . ,m. Following the
proof of Lemma 5.4, we put ψˆ(y) to be the smallest (w.r.t. ) element of {x ∈ X | x y}. Thus ψˆ maps
X λd (i,n − 1) to X λd (i,n − 1) ∩ ((i..n − 1] × {0}), which equals Cλ(i,n) × {0}. Moreover, ψˆ(x) = ψˆ(x′) if
and only if x and x′ are comparable with respect to .
Suppose that there exists a subset Γ of Yλd(i,n) whose points are incomparable with respect to
<˙ such that there is no strictly decreasing injection from Γ to Cλ(i,n) × {0}. By Lemma 5.7, there
exists a multiset I of length no greater than d with entries in the interval [i..n) such that Γ is
contained in the boundary of Σ(d)i,n (I). Note that Γ contains a point z
′ in column n, since otherwise
Γ ⊂ Yλd(i,n− 1).
Consider the set M := Ω(d)i,n (I)∩X λd (i,n−1). Take a point x ∈ M . We claim that there exists a point




ψˆ(z) if z = z′;
ψˆ(x) if z = z′,
where z ∈ Γ . Observing that ψˆ(x) <˙ z′ , we obtain that ξ is strictly decreasing. Hence ξ is no injection.
This is only possible if ψˆ(x) = ψˆ(x′) for some x′ ∈ Γ not belonging to column n. In that case, the
points x and x′ are comparable with respect to . Note that x′ is a boundary point of Σ(d)i,n (I) and
x is an interior point of this set. Therefore by deﬁnition there are points z0, . . . , zm of X λd (i,n−1) such
that m > 0, x′ = z0, x = zm and zs = ψ(zs−1) for any s = 1, . . . ,m. It is easy to notice that z0, . . . , zm
belong to Σ(d)i,n−1(I). Thus we can take y := zm−1.
Let ϕ : {(i,0)} ∪ M → Σ(d)i,n (I) ∩ X λd (i,n) be the map such that ϕ((i,0)) = z′ and ϕ(x) = y if x ∈ M
and x = ψ(y). Obviously, ϕ is a strictly increasing injection. Also note that {(i,0)} ∪ M ⊂ Σ(d)i−1,n(I)
and thus {(i,0)} ∪ M ⊂ Ω(d)i−1,n(I), since ϕ is strictly increasing. Hence T (d)i,n,π1(M)(I, J0) satisﬁes con-
ditions (a)–(d) of Section 7.2 for the set {(i,0)} ∪ M and the injection ϕ , where τ deﬁned by (7.1).
Therefore T (d)i,n,M(I)v
+
λ ∈ Vλ . Applying Lemma 7.1, we obtain T (d)i,n,M(I)v+λ = 0.









t¯ − ı¯ +Hi −Ht − h¯
∣∣ (t,h) ∈ Ω(d)i,n (I) \ M}.
Applying Corollary 7.5 and Lemma 7.6 along with the remark of Section 7.4, we obtain that F (d)i,n -





t¯ − ı¯ +Hi −Ht − h¯
∣∣ (t,h) ∈ Ω(d)i,n (I) \ M}, (7.9)
where c is a nonzero element of K .




i,n,M(I) written in the basis of Sec-
tion 2.5 by the specialization Ht → λ¯t for t = 1, . . . ,n. Our choice of M and (7.9) ensure that the
F
(d)
i,n -coeﬃcient of S is nonzero. However,
Sv+λ = Fˆ (d)i,n,IT (d)i,n,M(I)v+λ = 0.
V. Shchigolev / Journal of Algebra 321 (2009) 28–85 83Applying [BKS, Lemma 3.6] for μ = (λ1, . . . , λi−1, λi − d, λi+1, . . . , λn−1), we obtain that there is no
nonzero GLn−1(K )-high weight vector of weight μ in Ln(λ) (μ is not normal for λ). This is a contra-
diction.
Remark. The condition d < p is necessary in Theorem 1.1. Indeed, if we take, for example, d = p,
i = n − 1 and λ ∈ X+(n) such that λn−1 − λn = 2p − 1, then we obtain that the vector F (d)i,n v+λ is a

















v+λ = v+λ .
However, Cλ(i,n) = ∅ and (n, p) ∈ Yλd(i,n).
Appendix A. List of notations
K algebraically closed ﬁeld of characteristic p > 0;
X+(n) {λ ∈ Zn: λ1  · · · λn}, set of dominant weights;
Ln(λ) irreducible GLn(K )-module with highest weight λ;
v+λ ﬁxed nonzero vector of Ln(λ) of weight λ;
[s..t], [s..t), etc. {x ∈ Z | s x t}, {x ∈ Z | s x< t}, etc., p. 28;
(a,b) <˙ (x, y) a < x and b < y;
Yλd(i,n) {(t,h) ∈ (i..n] × [1..d] | t − i + λi − λt − h ≡ 0 (mod p)};
Cλ(i,n) {s ∈ (i..n) | s − i + λi − λs ≡ 0 (mod p)};
α(s, t) (0, . . . ,0,1,0, . . . ,0,−1, . . . ,0) of length n with 1 at position s and −1 at posi-
tion t;
π1 map from Z2 to Z taking (s, t) to s;
α0 (−1,0, . . . ,0) of length n;
αt α(t, t + 1);
xn x · · · (x− n+ 1) if n 0 and 1/(x+ 1) · · · (x− n) if n < 0;
am sequence of length m whose every entry is a;
A unionsq B = C A ∪ B = C and A ∩ B = ∅;
|S| cardinality of set S;
δP 1 or 0 if P is true or false, respectively;
UT(n) set of integer n× n matrices N such that Na,b = 0 unless a < b;
UT0(n) subset of UT(n) consisting of matrices with nonnegative entries;
ei, j, Xi, j n× n matrix with 1 at the i jth position and 0 elsewhere;
Nt
∑n
a=1 Na,t sum of elements in column t of N , p. 30;
Ns
∑n
b=1 Ns,b sum of elements in row s of N , p. 30;
N(k)
∑
1ak<bn Na,b , p. 30;
distλ(x, y) y1 − x1 + λx1 − λy1 + x2 − y2 if x= (x1, x2) and y = (y1, y2), p. 30;
X λd (i,n) {x ∈ (i..n] × [0..d] | distλ((i,0), x) ≡ 0 (mod p)};
|I|S number of elements of multiset I belonging to set S;
|I| total number of elements of multiset I;
Ix→y multiset obtained from I by replacing one x with y;
Lm( J ) 〈min{ j1,m− 1}, . . . ,min{ jk,m− 1}〉 if J = 〈 j1, . . . , jk〉;
Rm( J ) 〈 js | s = 1, . . . ,k, js m− 1〉 if J = 〈 j1, . . . , jk〉;
Lm(I) 〈is | s = 1, . . . , l, is m− 1〉 if I = 〈i1, . . . , il〉;
84 V. Shchigolev / Journal of Algebra 321 (2009) 28–85Rm(I) 〈max{i1,m− 1}, . . . ,max{il,m− 1}〉 if I = 〈i1, . . . , il〉;
ui 0;
Q′ Q(ui+1, . . . ,un−1) ﬁeld of rational fractions, p. 32;
Hs Xs,s;
U(glQ′ (n)) universal enveloping algebra of glQ′ (n), p. 32;
U0 subring of U(glQ′ (n)) generated by H1, . . . , Hn , ui+1, . . . ,un−1, p. 32;
U¯ right (left) ring of quotients of U(glQ′(n)) with respect to U0 \ {0}, p. 32;
Z′ Z[ui+1, . . . ,un−1] polynomial algebra over Z;
X (r)s,t (Xs,t)
r/r!, where s = t, 1 s, t  n and r  0, p. 32;(Xs,s
r
)
Xs,s · · · (Xs,s − r + 1)/r!, where 1 s n and r  0, p. 32;


























a,b , p. 33;
U¯0 subﬁeld of U¯ generated by U0;
I+, I¯+ left ideals of U and U¯ respectively generated by E(r)s with r > 0;





U− Z′-subalgebra of U generated by all F (r)s,t ;
U−,0 Z′-subalgebras of U generated by all F (r)s,t and Hs;
U¯−,0 subring of U¯ generated by U− and U¯0;
C(k, l) l − k + Hk − Hl;
Kτ ﬁeld K considered as a left Z′-module via the multiplication rule f · α = τ ( f )α,
where f ∈ Z′ and α ∈ K , p. 34;
UK (n) U ⊗Z′ Kτ , hyperalgebra over ﬁled K , p. 34;









s,t respectively in UK (n), p. 34;
F(N),Hs images of F (N) and Hs respectively in UK (n), p. 34;










i,n,M Eq. (3.4), p. 35;
S(d)i,n,M Eq. (3.5), p. 36;
P (d)i,n,M Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), p. 41;




(a,b) ˙ (x, y) a x and b y;
snake(Γ ) boundary of cone(Γ ), p. 50;
Σ
(d)
k, j (I) {(t,h) ∈ Z2 | k < t  j & 0 h d − |I|(−∞..t−1]}, p. 52;
Ω
(d)
k, j (I) {(t,h) ∈ Z2 | k < t < j & 0 h < d − |I|(−∞..t]}, p. 52;
σl,m p. 53;
S(d)m,m′ (I, J ) formal operator, p. 55;
F (d)i,n algebra of formal operators, p. 55;
ρ
(1) p. 57l











l − ρ(2,R)l ;
T (d)k, j,M(I, J ) Deﬁnition 6.3, p. 57;
cf Eq. (6.4), p. 67;
cf (d)k, j, (I, J ) p. 70;
ev evaluation function, p. 70;
cf(P ) sum of cf(P ) over all sequences of nonnegative integers  of length n− i, p. 71;
ρl ρ
(1)
l + ρ(2)l + ρ(3)l ;
Δk, j( J ) {(t,h)∈Z2 | k < t  j & | J |[t..+∞)  h | J |[t−1..+∞) + qt}, p. 72;
m¯ 1K + · · · + 1K with m summands;
T
(d)








i,n , p. 79;














i,n,I in UK (n) respectively, p. 81.
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